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FOREWORD TO VOLUME 3

The Center for Vocational Education is continuing programmatic research to divelop more
effective procedures for identifying valid and necessary curriculumcontent: One product of this

. effort is the ftveVolume description of procedures for constructing task inventories, surveying the

. task `performance f occupations, and analyzing survey data to aid curriculum pkanners and dpvel-
opers in determin g the appropriate performance content for-job training,,,ftle,procedures are ,

intended to be o value to both occupationa4-turriculu rsonnelland-thoie persogs concerned'
. with nonctirriculum issues of occupational description an ating of iob contensainformation.

t

This set of procedures revises and consider'ably expandrub-on an earlier versioh of task inveh
for and survey procedures in The Center's report authored by William Melchingand Sidney Borcher,
R&D Series N.C1, 9 oceflures for constructing and using task inventories, March 1973. The initial
procedures pmfited g atly and drew heavily from the .,,report 14 Joseph Marsh and Wayne Archer
at the USAF Personn Research Laboratory, Procedural guide for conducting occupational surveys
in the United States Force. Center diVeloaMent of the inventory and survey. rocess hascon-
dentrated on theirad tation, to purposes of helping in the derivation of curriculum content This
.adaptatiog has.included greater concern for how a task k stated, what task informatidn could be
obtained, and how ti* use this tasit iriformafion in selecting the moire relevant and critical content
that warrants consideration as a learning objective. ,

The total set of volumes in this series oonsists of the following titles:
. .

Volume introduction.
,

Volume StatTag the tasks of4the job.

Volume 3: Identifying relevaiit job performance.
,

Volume 4;. Deriving performance requirements for training.

Vol 5: Processing survky,data: Technical appenilices.

J

, . t i . 1

qi. This ocus upon the performancecontent of ipecifie occupations is parallel to The Center's t

ot the conceptual and affective- content of training, as published in earlier reports, R &D. , ' .

fee No. 98 and 105. Results of several research applications of portipns Of thtprocess as it was
beingdetteloped arse aublistigdas R&D Series ,D10 86, 87,88, 108, 109, and 110. ,Currently under-
walk is an exploratory I,* f more generally applicill b skills that may be used ih different occu-
pationil areas as wel .wliphin.a Particular occupation. tuci occupationally transferable skilli or
competencies woul seem to be useful complements.° the present concern for job-specific content... ,4-

. A ' ' al . - .,..

. Voluine3, Identifying Relevant Job Per,formance,juides the reader through an explicit set:ef-----,-.-
.,, procedurahsteps, assuming that a compr-eherfsive list of potential tasks already exists ancVisoliailable

. .

.for yse. The,volume desdribes the design, administration; and analysis of questionnaire surveys of -

4
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occupational performance. The purpose of this stage of the process isto produce a description of
,the extent to -4* Which task activities are part of the job expectancies of workers in a particular occu -4.

m1011 or function:mr to differentiate between job types within'aoccupational area: 0

'xo. . -

The proadkiespenefitcfrom a varie of reported research studies and experiences of many
'persons over the last several years, not y that work 4konsored and conducted by th% USAf Per,'

simnel Research Laboratory. There al has peen extensive input from the many vocational edu-,
catorskcurficulum developers, occupational instructors, employers, job supervisors, and worker
themselves who have been ihvolved in 'various aspects of trying ott different portions of the pro-
cess ¶ eported here. .

.. _

-This volume,especially benefited from field tryouts of the original Procedures for constructing
. and using task inventories by severaragencies and individuals. These tryouts were coordinatbd by
. Earl Russell andConnie Warren; and involved the participation ofeight state Curriculum laboiatories

wkhiniV.-NECS (the VoatiAnal-Technical Educatioh Consortium of States) in the development of
19, task intientories.-.Addifional tryouts were conducted by a local school district in Color4do.- One ,
university professor of vocational educatioh used the original report at a suppl'emental text. Several

:vocational education graduate students at The Ohio Statellniversity also'erhpleyedthe reported"
. , proceduretin their dissertation research. The cooperation of these participants andthe useful fee& .

back of their experiences with that.report are very much appreciated.' Within the projecstaff,
. Frank Pratzner, Duane Essex, David Gilmore, and Earl Russell contributed substantially to the de-

velopment and tryout of the otcupationalsurvey procedures. ,Dr. Pratzner wasdirector of }he R&D
program in w4hich Kefive volumes of this set were developed. "The, work of which this volume is a
part was sponsored by the Education and Work Group of the National Institute of Education, with
Robert Stdmp serving as Projebt Officer.

...
1 . .

Continued improvement can be anticipated as wider everience is gained in the implementation .
of task inventories and occupational surveys. It is hoped thi-pr'esent procedural -descriptions may be
of immediate use and value inaiding and prbtnoting such implementation. By such means therb
should be increasinwassurance that curriculums and instructional-materials prdvide for,those things .

'Most appropriately learned ina training program, and that students will fie_learning skills which are' . ,

important toand rgqpired for effective, job performance. . .4 i
t .

*, , I
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Given that a complete and accepiablejist o potential tasks is available (der directions giVeeni0=:Y$

Volume 2), the newt effort is to conduct an occupational survey of task performance. Such a sur-
vey l!intended to obtain specific information about the job performance of each task from many
people directly kbowledgeable about work being performed in the occupations being studied. Y

) II
I

, Volume 3 conveys procedures and 'guidelines for developing task questionnaires that may be
usedto identify how relevanf each task is to a particular occupation. Job relevancy informatiOn,
servesprimerily to describe and differentiate theoccupAtions within the scope of interest. For pur-
poses of developing or verifyirtg the curriculum content Of job training programs, this information
helps identify what work activities are likely parts of the job. Hpwever, not all possible tasks war-
litnt consideration in traininsi programs. Expanded survey procedures are described in Volume 4 to
provide additional information about each task to help in deciding Which relevant tasks should be

. "of gathained,e

and what features of
ring relevance data is presented in Volume 3, to

task should be the focus of
of separate value to those users who may

a% #1e.training content. The basic process

. wish oily to describe ttie performance content of occupations, Use ishing to select.critical job
contentfor curriculum, purposes must follow both Volumes 3 and 4Together. l' -*. .

.
'

.

.
..

There are four major activities twfollow in conducting upationalsurveys. First there is the
design of the survey, including both the advance planning of the intended data analyses and-the,

a

-J

I

4
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1,,0derning of survey questionnaires thcatYwill yield talk dpta in a form thit will accommodate itich
hoses.- The other threemajoi activities pertain to the prodess of obtaining dgta on task relevancy

from persons closefto and knoviledgble of the actual perforidance situations. Using survey instru-
roents called Task Inventory Questionnaires (TIQ), thd three major activitiesnvol4 (a) ,.administer-,,
ing theTlas to selected types of responders, (b)processing responses given to the TIOV, and

reporting results to others. Figure 1 depicts tie sequence and component.steps.ofitheseactiv-
ities. Procedural,steptare consecutively numbered to follow the first six steps described in Volume
2.

DESIGN THE SURVEY

PlanData Analyses

Needs
, Task Information
Informant

Backgrounds
- rim Summaries

. a

Steps /, 8, 9, 10

Design Questionnaires ,

and Thar Administration

Formafend Sampling
-Pretast

Steps 11 sod 12 r

c-

OBTAINAELEVANdY DATA

,
Administer
Questionnaires ,.

1
Process TIQ Data

Prepiiation *
Report the Data

i ,

Arrangements ,lusters (if
OIL

To Participants .

Indention needed) . Formal Record.
'PrInting Summaries Future File
Ricognftion Analyses °

Steps 13, 1415, 1&:-.ef Steps 17, 18,19,
- - '

20 Step 21

Figure 1. Procedural steps described in Volume 3.

,The activities and procedural steps described in Vol!/me 3 are intended to provide a tritely and
representative base of current task performance data, se ing to validate each task as it pertains to

\\the separate occupations defined (is Step 1) as of inte t. Such validation in turn may be used to
describehe composite of work performed in an occu tion or for subgroups of workers.

Relevancy of tasks to an occupation is variable. Some tasks are more rel4ant than Others, their
degree of relevance being a measure of dccupational validjty: Several kinds of informatiOn'(as noted
later in Step 8) can be of use in identifying how job relevant is each task. The present procedures

/ for assessing relevancy rely primarily upon the percent of worke,pfierforTing a task and the extent
to whicb,that task is judged to be a part of the job of workers in the occupation. _The measurement
issue regarding job relevance is not whetller or not a task is relevant, but to whatdigree it apdea-rs
as part of representative work assignments. -Thus, any one task may be relevant to several related
occupations, but in differing degrees. j.tr, a task may be highly relevant for4new workers, but nearly
nonrelevant for very experienced senior workets, Such distinctionscan serve to differentiate be-
Steen related occupations Or between particular subgroups of workers withiii an occupation.

This capacity todistinguish between different groupings of job assignments is called upon in
Step 18. Using various statistical techhiques it is possible to usetask relevancy data-to identify

it

1
8

1

"
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-clusters of highly similar work. Thk is, jobpositions in which wcrrliers tend to perform the same
tasks (and these/asks have gimilar patterns 'of significance to those workers) would fall into one
cluster. Another set of job positions that do somewhat different tasks (and where the signifitince

, patterns of any tasks common to the first cluster arealso diffelient) would faN into ,a 'second A-
duster. . .

*
'Analyiinlj jobs into clusters of similar work ii Ist helpful when studying an occupational area'

. . , .
where the distinctions between occupations are somewhat fuizy apd uncertain, or when studying an

-occupation that is stilt evolving-and undergoing change. Failure to distinguish between job types can'
result in misleading validation gi tasks, with relevancy information beihg summed across a hetero-
geneous mixture of job positions.suc that any summaries may not accurately portray toe tasks
are releVantto ary.actuallOb or occ atiqn. . ,

.,

" Where the pccupations can 4 well defined in advance, or where clearly only one occupation is '
'to bestudied, thgn the survey pr9tess becomes much less complex. It simply invqlves the following
actions:

Given (a) the definition of the,scope of occupational. training interest and (b) the corny
hensive list of potential tasks performed by, workers within the scope defined. . r

, }in accordance with Steps 1-6 of Volitme 2)

Then

Select the questions to be asked about each task to provide desired descriptive da
,ontask relevance; i . , ,. d.

, ... ' Design a sampling plan to obtain representatiVe task data (that is, decidow many_
and what-types, of persons are needed to.answer the surveyY. - b

1 . ,

Pretest the survey instructions or any hew question fprmats.
. .

" - l ' .

Make arrangements for having the survey questionnaires administered to the types
/of persons that are wanted.

_ .
Print and distribute the task survey questionnaires to selected respondents.

I '
Prepare the returned questionnaire data for computerprocessing.

Compute descriptive summaries of responses to each task. ,Do this separately for
each defined job type or for particular subgroups of persons answering the ques-
tionnaire.

Perform desired analyses ofthe data summaries, such as compari
cupations or subgroups, or a ranking of tasks on their degree of rele
occupation. A

Prepare rep6rts of the survey and anaJysis results.

between oc-
Pis to one

9

0

4

I
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These nine actions correspond generally to, Steps 7 through 21: as described in this volume, with
-.-' .t exception that Step 18 (Clustering) is unnecessary when the occupations surveyed are already

well defined. Descriptions oTprocetlures and guidelines for accomplishing this process are'given in
detail in volume.this .

, -
. , .

. Several options are discussed, to accommodate a variety of special situations that may arise or

. of special studies that may be desired. It is hoped that sucl ditaiimay be of help,when doing iur-
veys for the first time or when particular problediseare encountered. However, do not lose sight of
the fact that the Occupatidhal surveys are reallia very straightforward,protess of administering ques-t tiOnnainlis to a gro.up of knowledgeable persons. When the bounds of the occupations to be studied

. are unclear, then the job clustering of Step 18 should be used to ideqiify the differential work per-
formed in component job types. It then tiecomespossible to summarize the questionnaire data to
describe.the relevande of each task to eaoh identified jOb type or occupation. . ,..

-- 1
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ACTIVITY D: PLANNING.'

SURVEY DESIedN ANDANALYSiS

DESIGN THE SURVEY

Plan Data
Analyse

Wads `
Tisk Information
Informant

Backgrounds
Data Summaries

.
D esign Question-
naires and Their
Ad'ministratiOn

Format inn
Sampling .

Protest

Steps 11 and 12

a.

141

1r t 9
1

.11. .1;4 -1

'
1.

OB 'rAIN RELEVANCY AT/4 `
.

Administer
Questionnaires

.

Proces4R) Data' .

.

i

-
s

' 4

-.

'Report the Data

II11-
,

ab

^

Arrangements
"Instruetion
Printing
Recognition

Steps 13, 14, 15,
.

16

a

:

Preparation
- Clusters (if

llieededl ' '

Summaries
. Analyses .

Steps 17,18, 19,4

!4,...

, ,' T-6 Participants
Formal Record ,

Future File
'

'. `Stop 21 ,9.

'I

.

w

c-=

ase

5'

Given e-ava3ability of an edited and "pilot tested list of potential tasks for an occupition or
- 'area, and be ore obtaining field data on the occupatiolial relevance of each listed task, there is a

neeclto plan the intended survey: its design appropriate analyses. fttis advance planning is,the
. focus of Activity D. There are six procedural pkto be performed in parrying out this plinning
activity:

Step 7:

OP* Step 8:

PO' Step 9:

Step 10:

Deter:mine What Results Are to Be Sought

Determine What Task tnfbrmation Is Needed

Determine What Respondent Information es Needed

Determine What Data SUrnmiries,and Analyses Are Needed

r 5Step 11: Dhign'Survey and Its Administration
.

0! Step-12: Pretest Questionnaire I nstriktions and Format

Each-of these steps is described in the Sections which fotloW.

. -olek

11

1 2
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STEP 7: DETERMINE WHAT RE, ULTS-ARe TO BE
SOUGHT. :` i. ?,

....
. . SY "`., . ... , .

itle defined scope of interest, prioVideci by Step 1, now serves as a starting 'point for deciding
what information or descriptions are desired. Itis necessary in Step 7 to clarify fully what results

'are Wanted frOni the occupational survey and subse.okt analyses. Such clarification will,help as,
11l- oye that the-survey wilt gather,the type of data needed Ind in a form'that will be useful. ,-

.

1

4 Job relevancy data can be used for several purposes, particularly to provide of:
.

Work-activi'pies performed 44:single occupation, serving to define and validate the per:
formance characteristics of that occupation, .

. , . . - fi f .

Qifferences in work performance es a function of jot) location, type of industry, len
Of job experience of the workers, job specialties within the occupation, source of ttai
or other background characteristjt's of the personS' answering the suryey questionnaire or.
of the employment setting, , ' . ..,

. .

Coinparisons of tirmilarities and differences Of the worleperforrned in-two or more mai--
pations.

-
.!

' N 444.

,1/4

.,
i7.rends, over time, of changes occurring p_ the work Oerformance characteristics of an oc-

Icupation. `
.'. . ,, .r, L..

Clecupational.clusters existing within anoccupational.area: , ,. .../

. . .

Clustirs of job specialies existing within an =occupation, or which are evolving,. .
...

.4 ,..,
, k ,

Comparison of jab performancs.e reatiiisernents as vietVed.by different types of pertoris
(for example, workers versus immediate superviscirs, workers versus training personnel).

".4 ,
,. , . , \

EStablishing what data summaries andt'analyseS are necessary to achieVe the desired information
OF con,clusions will help in deciding (in Steps 8 and 9) at task and respOndent informatiarr should.
be gathered by the survey. As appropriate, prOcedures "Wen in Steps Band 9 will note specrrre-
quiremepts for particular types of intended analyses d descriptions.

. ,,/ ,,

STEP 8:,D'ETERMINE WH
IS,,, MEEDED

;IP

T TASK INFORMATION

. Contern for task information. involves both what cfirestions to ask about each task and what
type-of person is to provide answers to each task question. It is recommended that at least two dif-
ferenti. _types-of persons answer task queitions to provide 1Sases for measuring.the lob relevancy of
each tilleibTheseiwQ24pes usqlly should consist of workers and of supervisors for each occupation,

',with workersreporting on the activitfestiey actually perform, and supervisors reporting a composite -
; of whit telt expect repripIntative Worlors to.do in their operation. Agreeroent,by both types that

:. a task is of very low or no rellvance to a specified occupation serves to identify/ tasks-which can be

ctinsidered as "norwelevant.' i,- . A -,,6,'

12
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STEP Ss TASK
INFORMATION

PLANS

Bythe typsgroup process,.from their differinrperspectives of the occupation, the Iliselihocid
is increased at conclusions about task relevancy will he reasonably sensitive to the work activities

,actually performed and also sensitive to broader perspectives of what is iletended and expected in
the near futute. For example, few workers in the secretarial field might boexpecied to indicate
current performance of tasks associated with word processing systems, whereas su "sors might .
be aware of forthcoming installation of such systems or of comparable new techn ..'es,expected
soon to be impactinrupon the occupation- If only current worker activity were used as the basis
of measuring relevancy/there could be a danger of considering as nonrelevant those tasks just be-
ginnhtg to emerge as part of the occupation. And, conversely, tasks.beginning a trend toward ob-

.solescenee cou the momenteof measurement be judged undujy high in relevante to the job.

An excfption to the two-gniup process is npcessani.whep the survey datA are to be used to.-: .

identify distinct job types represented wiIhin a pool of workers answering a survey questionnaire.
.To apply thestatistical cluttering routines foi. such identifications (Step 18), usually only the re-
sponses CsCpersorts telling what they theinselvettio are used-to derive clusters of comparable job

' posititms. Additiona4, only one question asked about each task is used in the statist"( compu-
tations- , is . r.'

'.2:2-'..'''....."'''.

Subsequent to the identification of each of the job types, it then becomes reasonable to apply
two-group process for establishing the relevancy of each. task to a particular type of job. Super-

ratings need to be obtained separately for each specified occupation or job typd. ,

0'
,If it is felt that the defined job types (Step 1) are adequate for the needs of a

riticular study, Step 18 clustering may be omitted. If not adequate, cluster:
g must be accomplished before it-is possible to administer questiondires to

per-sons other than workers describing their own job.
.

I

Task questions for describing job relevance. Questions regarding,the 'occurrence" and the .

"significance" of tasks are used to' measure job relevancy. Each may be asked of immediate super;
visors as well as of the workers actually doing the job, creating in effect four specific questions:

1. Actual Task Occurrence (aske d of workers)
.

- 4

During the fast year or so, which of the listed tasks have you performed?

2. Desired Task Occurrence (asked of imMediateervisors)"

\Sikh of the listed tasks should be performed by such workers in your operation (or
office, firm, shop, garage, etc.)?

-

1,
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3. ExtiitnTisk Is Part of the Position.' (aske4cof oitorl4rs) .

'.k ,
.

s .
How significant a part of, your job is each listed task?

A [
4. 14, Extant Task-Is Pars of the Job . (asked of immediate supervisors)

. -.
. 4

4

How oignificant a part of the jobitotsdith workers' in your operation is each listed task?1

. 6
Instructions and responfi scales for each of theg four task questions are illustrated in Ste 11.
Quesiitins 3 and 4 are an adaptation of a scale proposed originally by Hemphill (1960) for the study
of the activities of business executives. All of these questions tend to provide highly _reliable grasp

. data. .

, ,
.1 o .

,.. , . ,
Some other task que./stions.tat have been Used at various times-by othyrs to describe job rele- 7 -,

vance and task performance are-noted in the Appendix: If any such additibnal descriptive -task rrifor-
mation is desired, it can usually be added to the survey questiontvires using Questions 1, 2, 3, or 4.
OenerallY, noinore than one additional questicin should be asked of any one respondent, so that no
individual needs to answer more than two task questions. 4

./' ,

Additional questions for use in selecting tasks for training. Information about the' job relevance
of each task is certainly one important ingredient for deciding which tasks need initial or-pceertiploy-
ment training. Tasks performed by a majority of workers irrthe first few years of employment are
common candidates for inclusion in formal training programs. Training for tasks performed by rel-,
Lively few workers say, less than 20 or 3090) is typically considered as not cost-effective for school-

sedj)reeltiploymeaprograms
-. . .

-4. '- Additional task information is needed, however;to specify more precisely which releYant tasks
warrant school training, and to what level of development. Questions tosupport such decisions are. <

. presented in Volume 4. These questions Would be administered *concurrently with relevince ilues--

dons wherksuch task data are desired, i . '.*.
Options for questionnaireitypes.when surveying a single occupation. It cap generally be anti-

cipated that one of thee conditions will exist with regard to the availability and knowledge of per-
sons close to the in2Aded performancesituation:

Condition I nip ively many experienced and knowledgeable workers exist, and there
. are proportionately fewer immediate supervisors available or directly

knowledgeable of the occupation.

I
4

Fo those readers familiar with the previous occupational survey reporti of Center
`0 Series No. 108, 109, and 110, Question 3 here is identical to Question 6 in the reports. uestion

4 was not inthe rejiorts, but is an adaptation of the prior Question 6. Some 12 task questions
were included in these earlier'studtes Only selected-ones of these are recommended in the various,
types of quettionnaires in Volume 3, and a couple others are mentioned in Volume 4. The tech-
nical grounds for theelection of task questions is offered inle)umeS

14
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Condition I/ - Relatively few experienced and knowledgielsierworkee6INut there --,- -. .
. .- are relatively many supervisors available rtho are directly knowledgeable

,. oftfipoccuoation (such as When there is a very low worker-td-supervisor

. ratio, as may occur in small shops and offices). ,,
.

Condition Ili - A newly-evcilving occupation' with few experiencld and knowledgeabit
orkers existing, or other situations-where most "workers" are not anti-

*- ipated to Ite very knowledgeablepf the.occupation. ThisCou1d.occur
.for some selected life;performance situation Where segments of the.pub-
lic might operate,as the "workers, and key individuals in the communities
(or subject matter specialists) serve as the "sUpervisors7 for the purpose of
survey responses. .

.
.

. .

0
0

00. 0.
Under Co I either of two-sun:fey typescane used,if only-relevance data are desired:.

; STEPS: T
INFOIIMA

4 Type A, . using Question 3 (Extent Task Is Part of the Position) with workers and*.
Question ?.(Desired Task Occurrenbei with immediate supervisors. 4....

.. I . *'4
-. is

Type B,' using Question 1 (Actual Task Occurrenctti with one group of workers,
Question 3 (Extent Task Is Part of the Position) with a comparable second,,
group of workers, and Question' 2 (Desired Task Ocdurrence) with immediate
supervisors. - . A

/ 6 %.0 `., /'.. i
These survey types; Types.A and B, are the preferred versionsifor most conditions that will be com-
monly encountered, though additional types are cited below for Uskirrspecial circumstances. Type
B permits additional verification of task relevane\r, useful when sufficientriumbes;pf Workers are
available to survey two separate groups. This type als21 collect; directly comparable data from both
worker3 and supervisors, making it possible to detect wide differences between worker performance
and supervisor expectations. .A survey type ysing only Questions 1. and 2 is not recommended since,
for about the same amount of administration effort, it is wissible to obtain:additional usable 'task

information-by alseasking-Question 3.
"MI ' t, 4 '--

"fi,-. -. . . \
Also under Condition I,-when it is desired only to survey workers,-a third type can be of 'use:

d Type C, using Question 1 (Actual 0o-cur-fence) with one troup.of workers and-__
Question 3 (Extent Task Is Part of the_pdtition) with of comparable second
group of workers. 4 . .

°

An occasion for use of this type of questionnaire might occur when a professional or labor associa- .

tion wishes to survey its membership to determine the extent tp which they performiaski of tIe
.Ifisciplinepr craft. Analyses Could then be accomplished

workers
the basis di different background

characteristics of those responding, such as experiegped workers versus inexperienced workers.

, ... ,

Under Conditions II and III either of two other sirve piercanbe used:
,

.
. . .

Type D, 'using Question 1 (Actual Task Performance) with Walciarli, CiuesVon 2 (Desired
. ,

Task Occurrence) with'one group of immediate supervisors, and Question 4
(EXtent Task is Part of the Job),with a comparable second group of supervisqrs.-`.

.,,,. ,

Type E, using Question 1 (ActUal Task Performance) with workers and Question 4
(Extent Task Is Part of!the Job) with immediate supervisors. -

15
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These five questionnaire types are summarized, in Figure 2, along with an indication of when
each might be used, depending on the anticipated availability and knowledge of worker and super.
visor groups..

Options for questionnaire types when also identifying job clusters. To provide the 'task data
i'leeded in Step 18 for applying statistical clustering ri3u.tines, several additional survey types may be

. used. These usually should be used, however, only when very large numbers of workers are available
to be surveyed. TfitSughsome statistical clustering procedures for small groups (less thap 200), are,
noted in Step 18; these would-be less preferred than those'which handle large numbers of respon-,

ocle6s (such es on the order of 2,000 persons).

Type F, using Question 3 (Extent Task
out the occupatiOnal area.

Type G, *using Question 3 (Extent Task
clustering, Question 2 (Desired

7 lified job cluster.

Is Part of the Position)

Is Part of the Position)
Task Occurrence) with

with workers through-

with workerland, after
supervisors of each iden-1

Another task question has been Sound useful in 'a number'of occupational sudies conducted
by the Occupational and Manpower Research bivision (AFHRL) and the Occupational Measure-
mein Center (ATC) of the U.S. Air ForCe. It is par ularly effective for identifying clusters of jib
types if one has access to their CODAP (Comprehensive Occupational Data Analysis Programs) com-
puter program system that was developed to analyze and report occupational information collbdted
with task inventories (Christal, 1974. The grouping program within CODAR makes use of data pro-
vided by the question tq compfite the overlap of each pair of workers responding, this in turn serving
as the basis for extracting clusters or groups of similaz work performance patterns. This additional
task question is:

4.
5. Relative Time Spent (asked of workers)

.1

r

sCOmpared with slier tasks you do in your lob, how much time db you spend doing
eaph one of the list tasks?

Though this question is pot part of the proceclures generally recommended' in Volume 3, it is cited
for possible use when there is a need-and capacity for clusteringoccupations by means of the CODAP
gr-upilg program. Further mention of the processing ofaata obtained by this question is noted un- -
'der Step,18, Clustering of Respondents into Job Types. Step 11, Design Survey and Administration,
illustrates a typical questionnaire 'format for question 5 used along with Question'1.

(
en it is desired.to.use the'CORAP clustering programs,foXrentIfying job clusters, Question

5 Tirne Spent) may be added to Question 1 (44cc.al Task Occurrence) on survey Types C
and E, or used`with only one large groUO of workers. ThMtoduces Types H; I, and J.

.4'
Figure 3 summarizes these five questionnaire types for ga hering clustering data along with task

relevance information.
.. . . . \ -

` Selecting the kinds of turveVrespondents wanted. The generakrule for selecting the kid of
persons desired foranswering task surv'y questions is to lect those who are closest to and imme'
diately knowledgfable of the actual MO activities being performed. Most typically this will be

.--. ( .
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Summary of Questionnaire Types for Surveying Task Relevance:.

STEP TASK
INFORM

.

Odndition
Questionnaire

Type
Workers

.
Supervisors

t Group 1 Group 2 Group 1 Group 2
i

I

I

, A

B

Question 3
,

Question 1 Question 3

Question ?
,

:Question 2 ,
, .

I ,. C Question 1 Question 3
, -' 41 .

II ;.- D Question 1,' Question 2 Question,4

...' -III .. : E Question 1' ' ' Question 4 7 ..,,,
. . .

Reaorifmended Options for Different Levels Of Available Reipondents;:.
.

I

Availability oNorkers
,

Vet/ Many, a"rms. Experienced
/

Many,and Experienced

I.

,Relatively Few, but Experienced"

Few Experienced, Most Not Vbry_
4nowledgeable of Job Scspe

S

Figurd 2. Summ
task re

Availability of Supervisors

Many, and Few, or Limited
KnowIdligeable Knowledge

Types A, B, D, or E

Type B Preferred, tor
r Type A

/ ;
v Type, A Vreferied,, or

Type D

Type D Preferred; or
Type E

Type C

Type B Preferred,
or Type A

Type A

Type E

.
.

aire options forsurveying
ed occupation.

r

/
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Ckustering Plus Relevimce Questionnaire Types:

Type tuation 1 Worker's
4 .

Supervisors
.

- F

G

. .

4.11..

Clustering withih anAreaNahy
Workers '

Clustering ,with in an Area, '
Supervisor Confirmation Desired

, .

r .

.

Question 3

i Question al,
,

.- .-

.

.

' .
. ;

Question 2 (after cluster-
ing) ", '?

.,

CODAP Clustering Plus Re.eva

.

.0

44.;.

.

,

F.

,
Type

-
. -

.

.

, t

- ,

..

Sjtuation ..

, . . -

. Wo r, k ers .
°

,

'I

NSupewisbrk
1

°Group 1
Q p

' G rou p 2 . '

,

,

1

.

I-

.1

-

,

ctustgrs abd ReleYane, n, o
Supervisor Confirmation of
Relevance

.

Clusters, Followed by
Supewisoi Confirmation
of Releval.rce ,

_-onlDesire clusters y,.,
.

' 4

.

/
Nes tions. Qu e st

.o'
n 3

r 7

1 and b . (afer clustering).,
. -. . -

,

Questions
,

1 and. 5 , -/
. ,. .

,., ; ,
,Queitions

1 anil 5 , ,

- , ;
,

.

, ,

.
l e

-

. ,
.., .

-Questiop- 11, --

Wier tbrstering)

A ' , .
; . ,.

I :
s

s

.
'-

Figure 3. Summary of queitionnairs options for use
-P in clusteringjobs in an bccupationarataa.
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ersin tha t occupation and/or immediate supervisors of suchsmorkers. Only rarely 'bride
should these respondentste instructhrs in occupato'rjal-training progie.am

STEP III: TASK

/ Afh
This helps
only to what
provide,atratins
gethar these two, r
respondentg.' H

t

INFORMATION
MANS.

t , .

.
. .s .1 , .

ile, it is recommeodecl:that both workers and immesh e supervisors be surveyed. .
a balancibetween equal performance and decked performance. Workers respond

do individually; whereas each supervisor sums across several employees to
epresentative of ell,workelts of that type under his direct supervision...To-

sources can. yield good profiles of task relevance-when using relatively feW, ,-'
yihere it isybssible to suriiey very large numbersof workers inan occupation

(for-,instance. several thousands of4vorkerS), then it beaomes more reasonable to-Omit the superviior
queetioh; 4upportive basis for 'ineasurInn relevene.- ,t.

',It is also posilble tospeCify the SURVEYING OF WORKERS HAVITIG CERTAK AMOUNTS
OF WORK EXPERIENCE IN AN OCgUPATION. This is particuiarly'iniportant if the purpose of

r; the study is to identity what is 'relevant to,some limited portion of the work force. For example, if
' the study is intended for use in deterrtiining performance content for preemployment or initial job

training for anestablished occupation, then workers with from olvo to 10 yekts of Occupational ex-
'perience shold pedominatiin the survey. -This range avoids a dominance of task data from those
with verYtimited or very'extensive job experience. A majority of very experienced Workers would
tend to provide unrealisACIob activity ,upon which' to base the training needs of new workers.

'Supervisors should ba,instructed to consider primarily workers with such experience when answering °,
thairlask ijuestions. - . -

, i. Iih , , ' . :-..,,,

- , '' WHENTHECOMPLETE OatUPATIONAL SCaPeS OF INTEREST, then the length of job ;

each experience teve .. FOr instance, the experience kevelecoOdte divided as followl
eZperience or of progres§.ion can be-sempled to Obtainsien" ilar_numbers of respondents from,

1
.

.--
, . , I'-

Less than twoveartr --. about One-third of the Workers
,

, ...

Two to 10 years tabour/ one-third of the workers
:

. More ihah 10 years .,about one-third of the workers .

-- Some know ge of tWeexderience characteristics of the worker popUlkion is useful to set
. ,

'meaningful li i 'ton the, range bf experien egired: Thus, if nearly all available woriZers have orfly
a yeer or two of experience,* might occur r e very new and emerging octu'pation, then obviously
those with little eXperience.must predominate. No one euleWillfit all occupations. .

-'-\
4 .

It, should be cautioqed,
0

however, that placingrestrictions on the population to be survey will .

, . cause increasing difficulty in adminisitering survey questionnairegto the desired people. Arid, t be-
comes nearly impossible to instruct supervisors op what types Of workers to report job pert mance. =
For m. ost general purposes it is' simplerto specify different characteristics of thle empldyrrient setting,
than of worker or supervisor characteristics. Thus, types and *es bf employing.firms, as well asgeo---
graphic locations, can serve tci produce represeritatiye task data i0.rith'onlY- a general instruction tb

'focus upon persorismithin some broad range of experience. . ,
. ,

Supervisorishould.preferably have at least lour years of ,recent experience supervising workers
of the particular kind involved in the study. Td the extent possible, seek persoris-Whathave had ex-

1 perience directly supervising a number of workers of this 'Win. if more than one occupation is in-
cluded io the turvey, then different superviior questionnaires are needed for each specified occupa-
tion. This requires Mat the ocCupations be knQwn in advance... lf they are not known but need to

I

1.
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, be ktentlfied li)/ 0; clusMrng procedures (Step 4)., then data for such 6Iusiering must be collected
aodfanalyzedbeforradminiitering thesuperifisbLquesti naives: - ,

:' - ., For most curcicultim content purposes the objedtiVe is Survey the RANGE OF EMPLOY!'
MENT StTTING4INWHIGH TRAINEES OVER TIME MIGHT FIND THEMSIELVES'SESKING ,

EMPLOYMENT. With the high'mobjlity of the' population, this objective directs that a variety of
geographic or regjonarlocations, community sizes, employer sizes, and employing indastriet be the
focus drrnost occupational performance surviys.

. ,

; .4f.' . ,
.

...LThere may, however, be special purposes for. a survey that direct attention to other samoling
- variables. These rlaY I jutify high concern fdr obtaining responses of particular types of work-
. ers. Or they may indie te_that persons other than,workers andmmediate supervisors should be

.surveyed. ..,' 4 4 *4..4
.

' S . --,4 -4 r ... .! NOTE: Worker characteristics are not especially important when the,purpose'of the survey
is to aid in validating thecbntent of jobs, for use in constructing nondiscriminatory employment
tests. '. It is the test and its performance content that would be subject tOianalysis for differential '
impact or various typese people, not the performance content of the job itself, .However, w.orkerfj
characteristics could be of interest for describing the occupational performance of suscestful-work-

. ers who have particular i5hysical,,handicaps or who have varying levelsof education and training ,

. backgrounds. ... . .,

, . - i
Under,Conditions Hand III cited above, survey emphasis is placed on DATA FROM PERSONS

,,

OTHER THAN WORKERS IN THE OCCUPATION. §pme rfor.mance:ir.eas just do not Contain '
- , --

LL ,This can occur hen the viOriter grotip may not be suffic tlY literate to read and understandsthe task'
enough available persons doing the activities to-provtde a rce of knowiedgeable survey respondents.

staternests and questionpaire instructions (prohibiting' tae use of Questions 1, 3,. and 5), or whenthe *
* / occimation is so new and rapidly evolving that the performanceiof present workers just cannot be ac-

cepted as representatde of the intended occupation. This situation cit cuffed a decade agdwifh the -
occupation ofTeacher Aide. The early use of Teacher ?Wes was then limited forthe most part to
paperwork and childcustodiarchores. Teachers, counselors, and administrators would have been
more useftll sources of the likely signifidance of the pOtential @lark activities (Question 4) than would

v. have the earlItivorkforce in that occupation. While there werenatable exceptjons to thks status, it- -.

... would have beenrdifficutt to locate and survey them at the time. .
.

.
. ,

- ,v. ..., ,

Aoother possible situation calling for an jimphisiion suryeying persons other thariihe workers
...

'OTHER

THE PERFORNIANCe AREA is NOT AN EMPLOYED OCCUPATION, BUT IS SOME
'OTHER DEF INAB LE PERFORMANCE SItUATION. For instance, it, might be desired to survey v
such .a life'performance Apriltition as the purchase and sale of a residence. This could include tasks

, pertainitig to obtaininadfortgage,financing, using real estalefirms, identifying property restrictions
and eneumbrlincrlo, evaluating merits di the sale, as well as keeping and usirig records to calFulate the
(fast basis for texilurposes. Following the general,rule for selecting survoirespondents, the persons
closest to and imTediatety kilowlidgeebie of the activities to be perforriSed may be real estate, fi-
nancing, and taktPecialists. Or, tbey may include community individtials who have special interest 1,

in upgrading citizen ability to perform effectively in this fumfion and wh011tive knowledge of the '
present limitations of key Segments of the community for wh ,,n dill upgrading is needed. 'Thus,

." wtfile the survey approach can be appropriate, its application may havto be flexible to accornmo-
'date\apecial purpOses to be served. .

, ) i- 4,, * 'tk
1

. ' /
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'STEP 9: R
INFORMATION

S'E'EP 9: DETERMINE WHAT RESPONDENT
.INFORMATION IS NEEDED_:,

Personal data. Depending upon what analyses are to be performed (as described in Step 7), -,
background information to be given by survey respondents tan be of different sorts. At a minimum,
iq most cases, it is useful to obtain information that serves to describe the tyPes'of,Persons who lid
answer the survey questionnaires. This might include their job title, the industry in which they work,

, and their length of work experience in that occupation. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate background pages
that could be part of a survey querstionnaire, one for workers and one for supervisors. .these are only
suggestive of what questions can be asked. Each application, may call for a different set of back- ,

ground items. Such information alto serves in Step 17 to verify that die intended kinds of persons
- 'did in fact.answerthe questionnaires.

Notice in these examples that very little background information is sought and-the effort re-
quired to answer these questions is minimipat. Sind the survey questionnaire seeks to focus atten-

, doff and thought ontask informetioh, it is"not -good to distract from that ficus by including lengthy
and difficult background questions. The rule is to collect only what is important to the study and
to do sit in a form that is reasonably quick and easy to answer. thus, checklists of the most likely
answers help simplify therespons.e effort (as well as simplify t1ie'processirig of all questionnaires by
assignment of computer codes to eathanswer). Any time or frequency questions should call for an-
swers in the broadest quantity uokthat will be useful to the study (for example,,yeart of experience
instead of years and months). .

.
. .

If worker training backgrourid also'is desired, Figure 6 illustfates one possible formIt fot getting
nses. 'Information on employment variables such as geographic location and size of firm

usually n- not be asked, since this information,should already have been determined Iv the person
administarin uestionnaires to worltirs and supervisors.

, - . ,
.

. - .
Unless of spedial value to the-study, no personal informatiorishoul be asked.: keep the ques-

tions directly pertinent to the study. It is thjob that is being tlescri by means of this,isirvey,
not the population of workers. Thus, questions pertaining to age, sex, r , religion, and marital' '
status are not usually relevant. If for some special 'purpose there is a need to'obtain personal data
via the questionnaire, then such questions should receive careful review and approval by an author-
ity responsible for and sensitive to the use of human subjects in such gedies. Information on edp-

' ., cational backgroundand physical handicaps faits into this need -for review and approval In some
cases this may retkrire that informed and vokintary consent of participants be obtained in writing
prior to administering die background; portion of questionnaires, to congply with professional or
governmental prineiples of conduct (such as: American Psychological Asscwiation, 1973; U.S. De-
partment of Health, Education, and Welfare; 1971,1974). , .

_ .
, ..

Equipment used or operated., In Activity B of Volume 2 it was suggested that listings rif equip!.

use or operation sepal t 4r)om t thtasks of elob. Workers should be asked to "check each item they
merit; tools,end vari aids could by simply listed in a survey questionnaire, and checked for

:, worker under their supervision, should be asked torcheek each item, used or operatairch work-
operate or use in their present jotrassignment:" Supervisors, in referring to a particul of

'ers.".the item listings could be set up on a separate background page and listed with adjacent boxes
myth as formatted in FigUres 4, 5, and 6." '`

Respondent reactions to survey. ' In addition 'to background informiiion, it is often useful 'to
obtain the views of. survey, respondents or the perceived merits of,the questionnaire to their

J
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V

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

(Use this sheet if you are a SECRETARY., not a supervisor of secretaries)
. .

.

INSTRUCTIONS:: Pleissitieck the box opposite the one_item in each section that
most appropriately 4cribes your experience.

WHAT IS YOUR PRESENT JOB POSI1ION? (check :tie one that is most descriptive, reia-r-dless of
. actual job title used in your agency)-

Administrative 'or General Office elerk,

Stenographer or Clerk -Stenographer

El Medical Secretary

Genes* Secretary

Ct Executive Secretary

q Leif Secretary
el

Typist

Receptionist.

;1 Office Manager

Administrative Assistant, or Administrative Officer

Other (please write in):

IN WHAT ridEORGANIZATION OR INDUSTRY Alt EMPLOYED?. (check,the
one, most
appropriate)

Agrisu hurl! 'Production

0 Banking or Finance '4

:3 Communications
/

*
'Construction

Distribution or,Transportation of
Goods or People

Education or Training'

Equipment-or Vehicle Servicing

Food Processing

Health or Safety Services

t

El Insurance

Legal or Law Enforcement Services

Manufacturing of Products

El Merchandising or Sales

' Natural Resources (other than Agriculture)

PSrsnrial Saviors

Utility Services (such as power, water, fuel)

Other (pieces write in):

INSTRUCTIONS: Please write in the boxes the number of years of work experience fpc
each of the following questions.

HOW MANY YEARSHAVE YOU WciR KED AT YOUR PRESENT
J013? tenter number)"

I HOW MANY YEARS HAVE you WORKED IN'THE SECRETARIAL
FIELD? (enter number) 4

Figure 4. Example of brief ba&ground questions for workers.
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STEFI9: RERPONOEN
INFORMATION PL

1 BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Mt this sheet ifybu at SUPERVISOR of secrearies)

-sr

INSTRUCTIONS: Please check the box opposite the one item in each section th t
most appropriately describes yout experience.

WOAT IS YOUR PRESENT JOB POSITION? lohick the one that is most.descriptive, regardless of
actual job title used in your agency).

Executive Secretary

-Chief Clerk

, Office Manager, br Departm ent
Manager

-Head of'Secretarial Services

,
Administrative Assistant or Administrative Officer

Professlonal Worker (for example, insurance agent.
lawyer, research psycholopit, building contractor)
(please write in your job title);

5'

El Other (please write in):

INIWRATKIND OF ORGANIZATION OR INDUSTRY ARE. YOU EMPLOYED?
(chIck the one most appropriate/

a
Agricultural Production

Banking or Finance f'

communiciticois

Construction

Distribution or Transportation of
Goods or People

Education or Training0
Equipment or Vehicle Servicing,.

Food Processing

Health or Safety Services

LI Insurance
.

Legal or Law.Enforcement Services,

Manufacturing of Products

pMerchandising or Sales

di] Natural Resources (other than Agriculture)

[1] Personal Services

Utility Services (such as power, water, fuel)

Other (please write in);

INSTRUCTIONS: Please write in the boxes the nurpber of years of work experience for ,

eacilai.-the following questions.

ABOUT HOW MANY TOTAL YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 60 YOU WAVE
..., .

. IN DIRECTLY SUPERVISING THE WORK OF GENERAL SECRE- .

. - TARIES? (enter number)

ABOUT HOW MANY RECENT GRAO,UATESOF JOB TRAINING PRO-
GRAMS DID YOUR IMMEDIATE ORGANIZATION HIRE LAST YEAR,
FO.R THIS OCCUPATI,ON? (enter,number)

Figure 5. Example of brief backgrobnd queitions for supervisors.

23
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WI4RE.DID YOU RECEIVE MOST OF YOUR TRAINING TO QUALIFYA5A SECRE-
TARY? (check the one most appropriate)

Senior High School (secondary).

Technical Institute or Area Vocational-
Technical Schbol (postsecondary)

Armed Services Technical School

community or J for College

I Two-Year Bra College
s

Equipment ufacturer's Training
Proilre

On the Job (Self Learned)

Previoui Work Experience in Other
Types of Jobs

- 0
c

.
0

Public Vocational School (iecondarY)

Community Manpower Developnlent Program

Private Business, Trade, or Technical School
or College

Senior College or University

Employer-Sponsored Training Program

Formal Apprenticeship Program_

,Correspondence Courses.
4

Other (pleaje write in):

Figure 6. Example of worker background question
on prior training.

4

occupation. Such questions again should be kept brief, simple, and to the Oainkso Figures 7 and
/1' for examples). But they can provide Valuable clues to the adequacy of the task statements, the
questionnaire format, and the scope of the occupational definition. Particularly negative views may
suggestihat the survey results are not good indicators of job performance, and the task information

.ray be invalid for the intended purposes. Such possibilities need to be considered, though some-
-.limes they merely reflect the characteristics (4in occupation that is in a constant State of change,

as occurs in such fields as computer programming. It should also be cautioned that numerous nega-
' tive replies are to be expected to questiohs on the length of the questionnaire regardless of whether

it takes an individual 30 minutes, 3 hours, or 3 days to complete.

STEP 10: -DETERMINE WHAT DATA SUMMARIES
AND ANALYSES ARE NEEDED

CrIummarrdesariptive data. In general, depending upon the particular type of scale used and
the analyses intended (per Step 7), the summery descriptive data for each task could consist of such
infOrsnation as the following:

'or 1. Measures of central tendency or average responses (means, medians, modes).

2, 'Measures of response dispersion (standard.deviations,-quartile deviations).

3. Percentage of category use.

1
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STEP 10: PCANN1140
DATA SUMMARIES

# .1

THANKYOU POR YOUR COOPERATION. NOW WE WOULD LIKE TO GET YOUR
RgACTION :

This pege provides an'otiportunity for you rte give' us your comments and suggestions:
Your judgment and recomm'endattons will be important ihformatiori for our evaluation of this
survey of job performanceactiVitres. Feel free to comment arany point. '
` Please read each Of the seven statements below. Circle the symbol on the /light which best
describes your feels v. about Each statement. These symbols are defined as folrows:

I . .

- SA ',.--

A =

'U =
D =
SD =

,
Strongly Agree

, Agree
Undecided.'

- Disagree
Strongly Disagree

The descriptjpn of the occupation being surveyed .

seemed to include most of rey present job assignment.

.The general form of the questionnaire, seemed
reasonably simple and easy to complete.

I feel reasonably certain that my refine indicate
fairly accurately what I do on my job.

I found it reasonably easy to,think of my work in
terms o the tasks listed in the questionnaire.

The instructions for answering thequestions
each task Were reasonably'clear and understandable'

The statenunts of the work tasks were reasonably
clear and accurate, at least for the ones that at
part of my job.'

7 This survey seems to be a good way to describe
wtorvvorkers do in this occupation..

SA A U D

SA

SA

A

A

U,

tit: p

SA A U D

SA A U D

r,_SA A U D

SA A U D

SD

Would you recommend any improvements or corrections for this survey questionnaire?
-Please describe.

SD

SD

SID

SD

9.

Figufe 7. Example of asking workers for
their reaction to the survey.

25
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPtRATION NOW WE WOULD LIKE TO pET YOUR
REACTION: . ,

This page provides an opportunity for you to give us your comments and suggestions.
Your judgment and recommendations will be important information for our evaluation of.
this survey of job performance activities. "Feel-free to comment at any point.,

. Please reaceach of the seven statements below. Circle the symbol'on the ritht which
best describes your feelings about each staterrient. TheyosymI2ols are defined as follows:

SA = Strongli'Agree
A = ree.

U = detided 4

0 = isagree.
. SD = Strongly Disagree

1. The descr f the-occUpetion being surveyed was
sufficient to eritify similar employee positions under
my supervision injhis firm.

a

SA U

2: The general form. of the questionnaireseemed reason-
abl;Isirnple andeaiy to complete. "'SA A U D

3. I feel reasonably certain that my ratings indicate fairly
accurately what my workers in' this occupation do on

', their'jobr__-__.: - i.

4. I found it reasonably easy to*think of //kir ,work in
terms othe.tasks fitted in,the questionnaire. , .

5. The instructions forinswering the.questions alloyt
each ask were reasonably clea.and understanr..

4.
.'The,siatements of the work tasks were reasonably opt .

SA fis U D SD
IP

SA A W Q 3 SD

SA A D SD

...., -

*-- and accurate, at least for tWones that are perform* - , = ,.., '

under thy supevviilivi. ,I 6'*.- j - .--' III Sk.' A U D SD
. ii .: N '),*.

survey
. , ,...,,,-71--,-10.--s,

7. This survey seems to be a good Way to describe what 7
workers do in this occupation: ,,-- . .. . SA A 441. p SD.,

. ,

- 5:' , .., ,

- , . ,
. -;;,i. Af-i",1'.. , -...i -

s . t
. , t C.,11r4-0--.

Would yda recommend any Lmprovements or-corrections for this survey questionotaireT --,,.-
14 10 , _ rs: '-+

elease

111

=40.-lok

:14".217.
Figure IT:I...iantOlit of asking iupriisots. (kjr reaction to th,

.511-
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4. Percentage of dsVbf a specified scale range.

1 6
.

. 5. Frequency distributions of responses on a scalejnd jot totals. .-... ,
a A

6. Scale differences between subgroups of respondents, su ch as job types within an ocdu. pa-
tonal area or distinct types of respondents within one job type.

STEP 10:
DATA SU/AISAR

7. Number of persons responding to the question.
_

. ,
kf

.

Most any elementary statistics textbook can be used as a reference source for the appropriate descrip-
tive measures for central tendency and dispersion otresponses2- ,_

. . .
. .

Selected portions of the summary information, n be printed out by computer informati such
aethose illustrated for a secretarial occupation in T las:A-1 and A-4 in Volume 5. These particular
tables present yaripus data for Queitians 1, 2, and Printouts for Queition 4 would be comparable
to the format of Table A-4 of Volume 5. The scale values illustrated for Question 3 are based on the
response scales shown in Figure 12, Step 11. Thete examples are reproduced from a 1974 eight-state
survey (Ammerman, Pratzner, & BUrgiA, 19751:

Questions 1. and 2 (Task Occurrence) are summarized by calculating the percent and .amber of
persons positively checking a task on the survey. Group differences can be calculated and displayed
as shown in the last column of Table A-1 (Volume 5). Other columns can be programmed 'to cite
various comparisons fok various identified subgroups of respondents in which the study Might be
interested. In Table A-4 (Volume 5), which reports on an eight-interval scale,"the mean and standard
deviation are noted, along with a complete printodt of the distribution:of responses given to each '
task: Additional columns of data note the percent-of the response that fell within selected parts of
the scale tsuch as categories). through 7, and categories 4 through 7, as shown in the-tablet

-

The percent rating a task as at least a "substantial part" of the joIS (categor4s 4 through 7 on
Question 3 or 4) would seem to be a useful indicator of,a task's actual relevance to an Occupation,
serving to differentiate betiNeen two jolytypes'where4iorkers in Ooth may at times perform the same
task. The.percentage value ddes, however, tend tb correlate quite highly with the-mean (average)
scale response to Questions 3 and 4,, yielding a relationship betweenthe two measures on the order-
of .98 or M. Thusieitherimould be a suitable measure to use in the statistical clustering processes
of Step 1-11'' ,)

.:
Tabreeof Question 5-summary data for one occupatiOn usiallyfisplay, the tasks rank-ordered

on some measure, with associated average percent of time spent on each task by workerpybp.said '.,,

they did perform, as well as an average proportion of time spent by everyone suryeyed.4n that occui._- A
pation. An example of this-format is given in Table 1, taken home 1972 survey in one niiitropolitla k
area (Bortlier-& Joyner, 1973). In that study tasks were identifiedwith both a duty and task afiiiii- '

or. numeric cbde, as can be n on the left column of Table 1. Such a practice is not used in'the pres-
ent Procedures: . -

o f #

pata atialyses intended. Analyses which can be perfor'ined with the descriptive task-releva
date are: 4

fe/

Ifor a Single Occupation
A

1. Measule of the inter-rater reliability on Question 3 or 4.
2. Measure of the inter-group consistency on .a question..

2
4



Table 1

Example of CODAP Printout Format for Question 5 Summary-Data
(from useof Types H, I, or J surveys)

TASK JOB DESCRIPTION FOR GENERAL SECRETARY (N-23)

CUM1,11..ATIYE SUM OF AVERAGE PERCENT TIME SPENT BY,ALL MEM RS

AVERAGE PERCENT TIME SPENT BY ALL MEMBERS

.. ,

.. 4 ,1 . i
-

13TSK TASK TITLE
---...

- AVERAGE PERCENT TIME SPENT BY MEMBERS PERFORMING

Ranked by PERCENT OF MEMBERS PERFORMING

I . 3 An'swer telephone 100.00 1.54 1.54 1.54

_ F 1 Compose correspondence v 1.14- ' 1.0* 2.63

s K 11 File meterials 95.65 1.27 1,21 ` 3.54

J 51 . Type eddreiess on Avelopessnd/or cards 95.65 1.37 1.31 5.15

J 40 oorane typewriter t 4165.65 1.77 1.e0 8.84

J . 17 aska. alders and folder titles for files, (labels) 95.66 1.08 1.03 1.87

J 5 Carry out written or one instructions given by employer 9585 1.54 1.47 9.35

J ' 1 Address leftiWs and packages 95.65 1.33 1.28 115.62

I 15 Piece telephone memoranda, menages, etc., whirs employer wiA see them 95.85 1.35 1.29 11.92

J 12 fold and inserts:pit:4re envelopes
J 3 Assemble and

91%30 1.26 1.14 13.06

laced materiels 86.98 1.40 1.22 14.28 Ar
J 56 Type business letters 86.96 1.47 1.28 15.56

.
J 57 ' Type carbon copies " 82.61 1.49 ,1.23 16.79

J 6 Vona, dams on rubber stamps, time Amino machine, and/or calendar daily 8221. 1.05 0.87 17.65 ,fr

J 1l Attach pertinent correspondence to incoming mail for.employer to rajah
his memory . . 82.61, 1.11 0.92 18.57

J 18 Make corrections on original and carbon ccopies 82.6f 1.16 0.96 19.52
a

J 23 Operate copying machine (such as Xerox, Therinofax,..ozalld) 82.61 1.38 1.14 20.87

C .38 'Sign eniplovier's mail this signituns) ' 82.61 0.78 0.85 21.31

F 2 Edit Islam dicteifil by employer 78.26 1.02 0.80 22.11

F 11 Type minutes of rows of meetings f - 78.26 1.10 OAS , 2228 1
C 9 -Keep employer reenindsittf engagements, dews, things to do, etc. 1 *.26 , 1.20 0.94 23.91

'.. F 13 Write shorihand (any sysiern) , . _ 78.26 1.1r p lit 24 83

J 10 Compere copy fir leklbility and nillatheSs . , 1
--,.. 78.26 0.93 0.73 25.56

. /. J ' 9 Cleen and/or tidy owh.end 'emploWes area., 78.26 0.99 1 0.77 26.33 .
J . 2 Arrange papers or articles on your own and/or your employer's desk 78.28 1.16 , 0.91 27.24

f .-'14 Plies telephone calls - ' ,
.... 713.26 110 0.86 28:10 ,

46 Preparefor obtain coffee or. refr-osimwints fer.simPlnYlw or his fluss14 78.26 025 0.74 28.84

06 .4..',.Type libels lotIlvidvally
. r r

\

18.26 1.15 0.90 19.74-
73.91 1.09 0.81 30.55

th, . Protair and file corrolliundshlx1

92 Type fine' copy from nsugh-draft copy , 73.91 1.03 0.76. 31.31
.

11 73.91 129 0.80 32.12 .
22 ' Sort materiels for filing, s '
46 ' 4 Prepare and correspondence , 73.91 1.24 0.91 '33,03

1 1

,f 49 stun emu* . 73.91 , 0.77 0.57 33110

- J .48 Proofread typewritten copy
%

, 73.91 4.26 023 34.53-

I 16 Reiri, or refer telephone cells to another depertmesit, 73.91' - 0.95 0.71 35.24

J 8 Cleentypiinvitor I , ` 73.91 0.75 0.58 35.60

l 10 Transcribe (type) from shorthand outlines F t. '". ; ;321 11: 1.47 ' .86 3628
\ I , 9, Gate callers and/or visitors

_---- :60.57 . 0.93 0,115 37.31

K 20 Notch for lost materiels in files . , v 5927 023 ,OA 37.75

J 68 "Tyeercsids (index cards, file cards, "address filler" cardsostc.) , 439.57 0.92 0.64. L 38.39

K 13 Mut infonnedon from files 139.57 102 s 0.7.1 39.10

J 13 Tr; riernoranciums 6927 4,10 0:77 39.87I 0

I.. !le : ,. Open andfor reed mail
. "89.57 1.18 1722 40.69 `,

A ! 40. Plen.yrosit faktneself , , - e9.67 1.02 . 0.71 41.40
1

fS 1.

.4

r) 28 29'2 1
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3. Measure of the itletionship between summary response -datp on two task questions.
4. Identification of the degree to which each task is relevant to a particular occupation.
5. Noting of large discrepancies between actual performance of workers and'perfor-

mance expecfed by immediate suPervisois. 4 -7

6. Separation of nonrelevant fectuelevant tasks for an occupation.
.

7. Average number of occupationally relp?ant tasks performed by any one worker.
8. = Average number of occupationally relevant tasks cited as expeCted of workers by

.
any one immediate superior. .

9. Generation' of a composite job description, based upon: .

a. - Most commonly perform,ed tasks,
(or)

b. Tasks which are, on the average, thermost significant part of the job.

1d. - ' Review of.coMments ancrtggestions questionnaire' respondents.

For an Area C9ntaining Several' Cliaters of Job Types . ..
...: , ..

J. Clustering of worker respondents into job tyiks, bailed upon a selected measure of
'Commonality of taslierform e. .., 1

Noting of variation in worker backgritunds for each job type.
3 .. Noting of tasks most representative'of a job cluster, or distinguishing one job type

from another.
4. Each of the analyses through 9 above for each specific jab type.

O

w

Suidelines for doing these analyies are given in Step 213 of this.volume. Those essential to the
intended study should be selected and recorded prior to.conducting the remainder of the study.
They serve as a firm reminder in the next step, Step 11, of-what must be included in the survey de=
sign to accommodate these analyses. Where Particular worker characteristics or employment-set-
tings are to be compared, these should be identified and appropriate background information built
into the survey plan or respondent backgrotind questions.

STEP 11: DESIGN SURVEY AND ITS
ADMINISTRATION

This step involves the putting together of instructions and answer sheets for each question to
jbe used, compiling these into questionnaire bOoklets for each respondent group, and determining
the number and distribution necessary for each booklet. Each is discussed in turn bejow.

. .

Questionnaire format and forms. Task statementia questions are combined to-form one
Task Inventory Questionnaire. (T1.41) booklet for each acted group ofvespondents. Thus, for ad-

.
." ministering qtiestionnaire Type A, two distinct fowls TIQ booklets wouold be needed. Each

would contain tee same comprehensive list of taskTd loped in Steps 2-6 of Activity C (Volume 2).
Associated with the task list in each form off IQ book would be the instructions and answer see=

Li* lions for the;question'appropriate to that booklet, as no previously in Figures 2 and 3,

. ,
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Suggested instructions and answer section formats for Questions '1 through 5 are given' in
Figures 9, 10;11, 12 -,134; 14, 1kan4 16. *cantle seen on the figures of the answer actions that
T1G respondents simply place their answers to the right of each taskstatgrent. When Question 1
or 2 is used along with a second question, both can be located down theht.side of the task fists,
as shovin in Figure 16 for.Question 5. The reader is cautioned thatthe tasks listed in these figures
do not necessarily reflect good quality statements in accordance with Volume 2 guidelines, but are
merely illistratia of the format.

When tarwtO: section space is not available foe all questions to be asked of one respondent
group, such as Will be required in Volume 4, then a separate answer booklet can be developed to
accompany a booklet listing the tasks. This will be explained further-in Volume 4. For use of
relsNancy4Types A-J there is no need for an answer ¢ooklet bound separately from the task listing.-

'Instructions to respondents should specifically cite the occupation that is beinfstudied. The
intent is to mak&the material directly relevant to the respondents. Do not address them only in
such general terms as "workers" or "employees." .

Directions also should ask respondents to write in. any tasks which are relevant but not listed,
though these need not be rated on the task questions. This write-in request is one rea why each
respondent should have all task statements, not some fragment of the list. To emp Question 5
in a survey, it is absolutely necessary for a.worker to rate alt tasks. Failure to do rnikesit impos-
sible to calculate a measure of relative proportion of time spent on each task ( Step 18).

Answer sections should strive to 4rovide the quickest and easiest way for people to answer the
questions accurately. It is for this reason that in Figure 14 each alternative category is made avail- -

able: the respondent needs only to circle his answer. In Figure 11 only a simple checkmark is
called for.- Figure 16 illustrates an alternative where a numbermust be written in by the respondent.
This is a bit more demanding of the respondent, and lends itself to problems'of legibility, but it has
been used successfully in many occupational surveys when tery large numbers of people-ere used:

*At the top of each anger- section cblurrin Should be a brief -reminder-Of how to indicate the
answer or rating, including a brief kiy to any scale levels for the question. This should be repeated
at the top of each page of the booklet listing the task statements.

In an" extrem e circumstance the list of tasks might be broken up with different statements ap-
, pearing'on two or three subforms. Such a need can possibly arise when perhips 2,000 tasks ate(in

the list and it is knor.vri that die respondents absolutely cannot have sufficient time to answer for
all.taslis. Dividing the list by alternately selecting every seconcror third tement for a separate
subform would be possible for Questions 1 through 4, but only.when a la ?§e number of Peraoare
available to Answer each subform. It is not recommended that pelist be divided by duty categories,
with each subform listing different duties of the job. .

3



STEP 11: WW1
DESIGN

0. 7

QUESTION *1 "Task OCCUMISCO"
,

DIRACTIONS FOR REPORTING WHICH ACTIVITIES
YOU PERFORM ON YOUR PlitSENT JOB

(Please read this page carefully and completely)

1. During the last ear or so in your present job position as aBusiness Data Programmer,
which of the activities in the List of Activities have you performed? Place a check mark
or "X" in the column to the right of each activity statement to indicate which' tasks you -
have actually been doing. -Task activities not performed by you should bje left blank.

'2. ,Be sure to read every activity listed. Do not depend on ttie duty labels that ale used to
.."-------=- group the activities. These,dutyoategories are not definite. They may contain some of

your job activities, even when you do not.generally perform the duty itself.
. , 1 I-

3. Do include as part of your job: .

a:4 -R t work experiences as a Business Data Jrogrammer in other' offices of your
nt fir , but not for other employed.

Perim ce of an activity not nerrnally,done byyou, but that you did do at least,
once as rt of your job, even if it was in a very Special or unusual circumstance.

4. Do not mark activities:

t Dime, Only,wlitri you were emp
Programtner, Engineeri/lb

b. If you occasionally ''ass. someone
,greatly involved in the ormance. H
of the activity (and ly you can be the j

c. If they are aotuall performed by an assi

5, hi. answering this question of which activities yOu actually perform, pay Particular atten-
tion tot* "action veib." The "action verb" is Usually the-first word of each statement.
Do not indicate perforMance of activities-done by a subordinate and-only supervised by

, 'you, un/eq the "action verb" iralies such supervision as a part of the activity.
16

6. The pages of the Task Inventory booklet should not be removed when answering this
question; they will need td be in proper sequence later to proced your answers along
with those of other xeciple answering this question.

ed in some other job position such as Junior
Programmer, or Systems Analyst).

to do the activity, but you are not too
ever, if you handled a significant portion

ge of that), the Occasion may be counted.
t assigned to you, and not by wu.

NOW TURN TO PAGE 1'0F THE ACTIVITIES LIST,
AND BEGIN MARKING YOUR ACTIVITIES IN THE BOXES PROVIDED:

Thank you for your participation in this study.
,

'1

.

.5

Figure 9. instruction sheet for Question 1 'workers).

s
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QUESTION **-2-z"Task Occurrence"

DIRECTIONS FOR REPORTING WHICH ACTIVITIES
SHOULD BE PERFORIVIED AS PART OF THE JOB

(Please read this page carefully and completely)

tf From your experience as a supervisor of one or more Business Data Programmers, indicate whicii of the
activities in the List of Activities should be performed by Business Data Pnigrammers in your o0wation;
that is, by such emplopms under your supervision in your office or firm. Place a check mark or "X" in
the column to the-right of each activity statement to indicate which tasks your Business Program-
mers should be doing as part of their job, even if only done once. Task activities not pact of the job for 4.4

any of your Business Data programmers should be left blank.
L

2. Be sure to lead every activity listed. Do not depend on the duty labels that are used to group the actiV-
ities. These duror categories are not definite. They may contain some relevant job activities, even when
the duty itself is not-generally performed. .

3. Do include as part of the job:
f

a. Activil that your programmers occasionally are expected to do, but that are not normally
.part of r job. . . .0

b. Activit" that are to be.performed by only one of your staff of Business Data Programmers,
even if ey are not part of-every programmer's job.

4. , Do not mark activities:

a. If done only by othei types of job positions is your office (such as Junior Plogrammers,
Engineering and Scientific Programmers, or Systems Analysts).

b. ...your Business Data Programmers only lend occasional assistance to anotheeworkerperforming
a task, and are not responsible for the effective performance of that task.

5. Do not rate your own job; rate only the work ofprogrammers you supervise.

6. In answering this question of whk activities should be perfqnned by a Business Data PrOgrammer in
your office, pay particular attention to the "action verb." The "action verb" is usually the first word
of each statement. Do not indicate performance-of activities done Sy a helper or other worker that is
supervised by a Business Data Programmer, unless the "actionverb" implies such supervision as a pert
of the programmer's activity.,

The pages of the task Inventory booklet should not be removed when answering this question; they
will need to-be in propet sequence later to process your answers along with these of other people an-
swering this question. .

(

NOWUON TO PAGE 1 OF THE ACTIVITIES LIST,
AND BEGIN MARIONG THE RELEVANT ACTIVITIES IN THE BOXES PROVIDED.

Thank you for your participationin this study.

.t
Figure 10. Instruction sheet for Question 2 (supervisors).

16.
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STEP 11: SUIRVE'
DESIGN PLAN

LIST OF ACTIVITIES

For Business Data %warmers

(Activities are grouped under 12-general duty areas)

r-
CHECK QJ

, - if.part of job. ,

DUTY A: SYSTEM ORGANIZING AND PLANNING ACTIVITIES la.

1. Analyze company operations to determine where most significant.
improvements can be made.

2. Analyze data processed for possible modification and combination
pf reports.

3. Analyze data processed to make sure that desired information
is obtained.

4. Analyze documentationjor completeness and accuracy for data
processing operations and control.

6. Analyze functional area reports for format errors.

6. Balance and correct reports.

7. Brief supervisor and staff?:

8. Conduct 0n-the-job training for data services personnel.

9. Coordinate work of data services unit with activities furnishing
report data.

a

2

3

4

5

6

7

.0 8.

Er 9

10. Develop standards and factors for use in management control
systems. . 10

11. Establish data services production controls and standards. ...-) 0 11

r 2. Evaluate work performance of data services personnel - 12
...,/ . i

3. Fill out questionnaire inventry forms. 0 13 -

I

14. Inspect methods used to process data.

15. Orient newly assigned data services personae'.

14

15.

Figure 11. Answer section format for Questions 1 and 2.
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r . QUESTION #kf "Extent Task Is Part of the Position"

DIRECTIONS FOR REPORTING.HOW MUCH EACH
TASK'S A PART OF YOUR JOB

9 (Please read these pages carefully and completely)

1. Answer this question so as to give the best description you can of what you 'd° in your present job as a Business Data
Programme. For each task stemmed in the List of ActiVities consider howsignificant a part of your job k is. This
new be done in two steps:

First, consider whether the activity is a part of your job. If your answer is NO, then the task item is
definitely not pert of your position.

' Second, and only if the item does apply to your job, decide how odhlOcant a part of your position
it represents..

2. Be sure to react every activity listed. Do not depend on'the duty labels that arkused to group the activities. Thes1 duty
categories are not definite. They may contain some of your job activities, even when you do not generally perform the
duty itself. . -

3. Ci rcle the appropriate answer to the right of each activity statement. Please make a rating for every item listed in the
booklet. .

.4. For each item, choose a value between 0 and 7 according to the following rating scale:
*

O Definitely not a pert of mt job, position, does not apply, or is not true for thisiob.
1 8. Under unusual circumstance' may be a minor port of my job.
2
3
4 A substantial part of my job.

7 linost significant part of my jab.

`f,Use all eight smile values, inappropriate. The ratings of "2" and "3" represent intermediate levels between "MINOR"
and "SUBSTANTIAL" perwof the job. Similarly, the ratings of "5" and "6" represent intermediate levels between
"SUBSTANTIAL" end "MOST SIGNIFICANT" parts of the job. Thus, the scale represents a series of inciihsingly
higher levels of the-extent to which a task is considered part of the job. Your rating of a task might be at any one of
these levels.

. If the activity statement does clescnberone pert of your job, then.cortsider and weigh all 9f the following actors:
-

a. Its inIportimai (that is, its contribution to effective operations in your off" or firm). , ,

b. Its fesquency of occurrence (that is how often you do it). -

c. Its islreince (that is, how appropriate or pertinent it is to your fabf(Fabarof)-
d. And, any other factor which you think determines to what exdnjik is part of your positiOrs.

, F A.,

Mryour own*mind,fombins these factors into a iingie'reting of how sign1Jcant a part of your job it rePrireernis,.psing
a value from 1 through 7 to represent ydur combined rating. Thencircle that Yalu* opposite the activity-statement,

1

6. It the statement describes an activity that does not apply to,,or is not true for your cirde_the spaillarY °

on the *newer scale. This answer ribtshould be used for any activities done an by a ;/helper.
.- or trainee-you may supervise. In considering whether an activity is actually our job, pay ntion

to the "action verb." The "action verb" is usually the first word of inch statem t. If an activity is sispeevisicl but not
performed by you, do not count it as pert of your job unlessthe "action verb" plies suat supervision as pert of doing

. the ectivitri. - : -
.....

I)
7. EXAMPLES: ,

a. ,To indicate an activity that is a substantial pert of your job, cirsie the
1

9 1 2 3 CI 6 7
l`

To inilicate en activity that is a considerable, part of your job, having jor if icance, pr Ude the 6:
A

0 2 3 5 0
The pews of the Task Inventory booklet shotIld not be removed when answering this question; they wiM need to be in
propeipequence ,later to process your answers along with those of other people answering this question.

Thank-sou for your participation in thisTtudy:

fir t foe Question 3 (workers
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STEP 11: SURVE1
DESIGN PLAN!

QUESTION #4 "Extent Task Hyatt of the Job"

DIRECT, OR REPORTING HOW MUCH EACH
TASK IS A PART-OF THE JOB

(Please read these pages carefully and completely)

1. Answer this quefion so as to give the best description you can of whit Business Data Programmers do in your operation;
that is by such employees under your supervision in your office or firm. For each task statement in the List pf Activities
consider how significant a part of their j6b it is. This may be done in two steps

r
First, consider whether the activity should be performed by them in your operation. If your answer is NO,
then the task item is definitely not part of their expected work Assignments. This would include activities
donf3 i0y by other types of job positions in your office (such as Junior Programmers, Engineering and
Scientific Programmers, or Systems Analysts)

Second, and only if the item does apply to your programmers, decide significant a part f their job it
represenia.

. .
2 Be sure to read every activity listed: Do not depend on the dutOebels that are used to group tie activities. ese duty

categories are not definite. They may contain some of their job activities, even when they dojpot generally perform the
dUty itself. --

*(
3. Circle the appropriate answer to the right of each activity statement. Ilease make a raking for every item listed in th klet.

4. For each item, choose a value between 0 and 7 according to ihe following rating scale-.

0 Definitely not a part of their job, does not apply, or me true for this job
ua1 Under unusual circumstances may be a minor pail of t r job.

2
3
4 = A subs ntial part of thee job.
5
6
7 A most significant part of their job.

UN all eight scale valises, as appropriate. The ratings of "2" and "3" represent intermediate levels between "MINOR"
,and 'SUBSTANTIAL" parts of the job. Similarly, the ratings of and "6" represent intermediate levels between
"SUBSTANTIAL" and "MOST SIGNIFICANT" parts of the job. 'Thus, the scale represents a series of increasingly
higher levels of the extent to which a task is considered part of the job. Your rating of a task might be at any one of
these lease.

5. If the activity statement does describe one part of their job, then consider' and weigh all of the following faclprs

a. Its importance (that is, its contribution to effective operations in your office-or firm)
b. Its frequency of occurrence (that is, how often a programmer does it). "
c. Its rel ce (that is, how appropriate thipertinent it is to their job assignment).

1/4 d. And, d y other factor which you think determines to what extent the task is part of thei job.

nd, combine these factors -into a single rating of how significant a part of the job it represents, using a
value from 1 7 to represent your combined rating. Then circle that value opposite the activity statement.

6 If the statement describes an activity that does not apply to, obis not true fer the job, then circle the "0" category on
the answeriscale, This answer also should be used for any activities done entirely by their subordinates, assistants, helpers,

or trainees that f lay may supervise. In considering whether an, activity is actually part of the job, ply particular attention
, to the "actibn verb." The "action verb" is usually the first Word of each statement. If an activity is supervised but not

performed by them, do not count it as part of-their job unless the "action verb" igtplies such supervisor's as part of-doing
the activity,

7. Do not rate your own job; rate only the work of programmers you superyise.

In your own

'-** %8. EXAMPLES:

a.

b.

- . f :'
To indicate an activity that is a substintial part of the job, circle tete 4:

/0 1 ''22 3 CI 5
r

. 6. 7
-

To indicate anactivoty that is considerable parr of the job, having major significance, probably circle the 6:
,

0 1 2 3 4 5 CI 7

A

z

9. The pages of the Task Inventory booklet should not be removed when answering this question; they will needlo be in
proper sequence later to process your/Answers along with those of other people answering this question

Thank you for your participation in this study.

Figure 13. Instruction sheet for QUestion 4 (supervisois).
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LIST OF ACTIVITIES

For Business Data Programmers

(Activities are groupedkinder 12 general duty areas)

Key to abbreviations
0 Definitely not a part of my job
I = Under unusual circumstances may_ be a minor part of my Job
2
3
4 A substantial part of my lob

'7-

6
7 4= A most significant part of my lob

DUTY A: SYSTEM ORGANIZING AND PLANING ACTIVITIES . Circle ope category for each item.

's
1. Arigyzt company operations to determine where most 0 c

1 2 3 4 5- 6 7

significant improvements can be made

2. Analyzealyze data processed ft'. possible modification and
combination of reports. 0 1 e 2 3 4 6 7

3. akifalyze-dita processed to make sure that desired
infOrmation is obtainedk- * 0 . .1 2 3 4 5 6 7

.

4. Analyze documentation for completeness and accuracy
for data proceiimg operations and control. 0 1 2 3 . 4 .5 6 7

v . -

5. nA aftze functional area reports for format errors. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5' 4

, , ,

6. Balaoce and correct reports. - 0 1 2, 3 4 5 6 7

7. Brief supervisor and staff. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
. .

8. Cohduct on -the -job training for data services
pecsonnel. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

9. Coordinate work of data services unit with activities
furnishing report data 0 1 2 3 4 ,5 6' 7

10. Ottvelop standards and factors for Use in management
1....

control systems. 0 1 -P.-:
4 5 6 7

11 Establish data services production controls and It
standards. ) 0 1 2 . 3 " 4 5 6 7

12. Evaluate work performance of data services
.

personnel
.L,

,. 0
o-

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

13. Fill out questionnaire inventory form 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

....;-

14, Inspect methods used to process data. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

15. Orient newly assigned data services personnel. d 1 2 3 4, 5 6 7

Figure 14. Answer section format for Cliostion 3.

(
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INSTRUCT IONVOR COMPLETING TASK INVENTORY

101
. .

Carefully, read each of the Task Statements and place a check mark () in the column labeled Check
for each task which you perform on your present job. ,

a

After checking alt tasks which you perform, then rate only-the task you4have checked by placing p
number'.1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6i or 7 in the column labeled Time Spent whichTnost closely estimates the
amount of tirne you spend in performing the task.

/Time
.

nSpent mean s the total time you spend each task you are rating, compared with the time
you spend on each of the'other tasks you d .

At the bCiftom on any page, write in and rate any tasks you do which are not listed.

STEP 11: SUAVE
DESIGN PLAN

EXAMPLE:

DATA PROCESSING TASK INVENTORY. \ , I Page of Pages

.
LISTED BELOW ARE A DUTY AND THE TASKS WHICH
ITINCLUDES. CHECK ALL TASKS WHICH YOU PER-
FORM. ADD ANY TASKS YOU DO WHICH ARE NOT
LISTED, THEN RATE THE TASKS YOU HAVE CHECKED.

,

CHECK TIME SPENT

V

If
Done

1.

2.

3.

4

5.

6.

7.

Very Much Below Average

Below Average

Slightly Below Average

About Average

Slightly Abrive Average

Above Average

Very Much Above AVerage

K. PROGRAMMING COMPUTERS

.

1. Adapt programs written in symbolic language to
different cornputer configurations.

..I .

.

oi.
p.2. Analyze applications to select appropriate utility

programs and subroutines. "I
3. Analyze computer- inputs prior to test run and

follow-up.
. .,

V
.

,

4. Analyie programMing documentation.
.

.

.

5. Audit computer inputsafier test run end
follow-up. .

6. Code computer applications using a reports
program generator.

..,
. .

1: C000. Ai e d*".4, ,...r....rr...607.. .2te. _ _

.

,
_... _ _____,

Figure 15. Instruction sheet for
Question 5 (workers).
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DATA PROCESSING TASK INVENTORY

.

..

.

I ' Page 14 of 26 Pages

LISTED BELOW AR A DUTY AND'THETRE TASKSAWHICH IT
INCLUDES. CHECK ALL TASKS WHICH YOU PERFORM.
ADD ANY TASKS YOU DO WHICH ARE NOT LISTED,
THEN RATE THE TASKS YOU HAVE CHECKED.\

N
-,,,

CHECK
*, TIME SPENT .

V
If

Done

1, Very Much Below Average
2. Below Average
3. Slightly Below Averige '
4. About Average
5. Slightly Above Average
6 Above Average
.7.. Very Much Above Average

,'

H. OPERATING' AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

- - --I.

1. Analyze job steps to determine data recovery points. _

,
2. Analyze machine operation through Use of messages._

received from the equipment.

6 :'w

- r

3. Analyze machine operation through bse of conditions
I displayed., ,

I ,

4. Determine cause of machine stops and malfunctions.
. .

' , ,
_

5. Interrogate memory locations on the console,

6. Load programs and data cards.

7. Locate tapes in storage media or tape library. t . ,

8. Maintain card files (source object, etc.).

9. Maintain current run tapes.
g ,

10. Maintain levels of data processing supplies.
,

-

. 11. Maintain technical files on equipment operation and
procedural chancel-. le,

g.

,

12.° Make switch settings.
\.

0

13. Operate card rater. .
,

' t4. Operate collator. ''
.

.

15. Operate console.
'

16. , Operate decollator.
, ,

)7. Operate document writer.
.

, 18. -Operate forms bursting equipment.

19.. Operate interpreter. '
'......., -

.

20. Operate key punch machines of verifiers.
--._

,
.

---21Nrt, rgnetic tape unit.
,.

.

22` Opi`r; ate 14aper tape punch and reader.
. -

-

.
,

'
, . . . ,

.Figure 16, Answer section format for 'Question 5.
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STEP 11: SURVE
DEStGN PLAN

Develop' plan for selecting respondents. Plans for the kinds and numb of persons to be ad-
mingered the survey form should, specify three items of information:

1. Number of persons neede d for each group or set of TIO booklets.

'2. Background distribution of respondents within the defined scope of interest.

3. Occupational and situational distribution of respondents, consistent with the defined
scope of interest.

.
For a single prescribed occupation, at a minimum (regardless of the selection plan), there should

be a# least 30 usable questionnaires returned per worker group and at least 30 usable questionnaires
returned per supervisor group. [Fifty (50) is a far preferable minimum; but it irrealized thatsuch at
number may be difficult to achieve in all circumstances.] This number is necessary to assure adequate
stability of the summary data. These minimum group sizes also are appropriate for any prescribed
subgroup of respondents for which special surtmaries are desired in the study.

More desirably, up to 50% of workers in a small occupation, or 4t least 500 workers in larger-
occupations; are suitable goals fbr occupational performance surveys. These numbers lend greater
assurance that all meaningful performance situations will be adequately represented in the question-
naire data. Such numbers are quite feasible for surveys (a) within a large employing organization,
(b) across the membership of a cooperating profestional or, labor association, or (c) whenevercom-
pensatofy payment to each respondent and/or employer is unnecessary. . . ,

For a cluster of jobs in an occupational area, such'as-when specific job types areyt known for
cektin, or cannot readily be identified with Particular workers, then the minimum numbers of re-
spondents is increased. if the job types and the workers in each are known with reasortable.certainty,
usable returns frorrLat feast 30workers and 30 supervisors for each likely job type are needed: If such ,

job types and their inc bent workers are highly uncertain, then surveys from about 500 workers .

across the oecupationalbrea would generally be needed to yield effective job clusters in Step'18.
.

-More complete representation of an occupational area usually involves up to several thousands
of those employes .n the area. Descriptive summaries can be 4erformed,with no methodological
limit on the numbe, of respondents, the real limiting factor being the upense of keypunching the /
responses for computer processing of the data. For job clustering applieations, however, the number
of persons surveyed should be limited to the capacity of the available computer clustering or factor-
ing program. Usual hand-calculated clustering techniques,can reasonably handle only up to abot.l.
20 or 30 respondents, factor analysis programs about 150 to 180, and the Air Force's Cd1114AP,clus,
tering accommodates up to 2,000. V.

The techniques-witb very limited capacity are useful or identifying perhaps three or four spe-
cialty areas that may be emerging within a single occupati They are not very effective in broad
surveys of an occupational area which includes a range of upations.and many speCialty areas.

s
.

When seeking minimum num bers of usable questionnaire rrns the administratiorfof thisur-
vey must be kept tightly controlled. Respondents and/or their supervisors must be individually coam

tatted and direct follow -up conducted as necessary to secure coMpleted ttuestionnaires.- Aisci, an.
additional 15 to 25% of questionnaires per group should be administered to alloy) for teanlosses thair
be anticipated due to faulty responses or failure to respond.

Tecl2Iniques for administering surveys to assure high usable return ratesiare discussed under
Activity e, and particularly at Step 13. .

V
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To encourage a full represen$ation of the defined scope of occupatiimel interest in thesmaller
sample yirveys, itis useful to place sOmeconstrainfs upon the types Of individuals and of eniploy-
mentpettings tdtbe involved. Length of job experience, individual job assignment, geographic loca-
tiqn; site of local workunit, and type of employing agency orfirm sewn be the, most 6rucial.fac-

.* tors to control in most sutveys (though special, purposes of a study ma9 uire control of other;
factors). t. .

.. irr-- 4
.

Workerend supervisor factors can be spcifie0 on the directions given to those persons who will
bkinaking the direct contacts;tith'individualsand1or their employers. .

I",
4

,Z
.711 .s 1

.9

Figbre 17 portrays one-such *t of adminfstrator instructions,. Note that it defines the occu-
pation of in.terest1Per Step 1), including specialty areas that may or may not be included.

..

r

The desired numberand types of employ nt settings for many surveys can often be

overall i

dis-
played

nd within ea °graphical division used in the study: .4,
qujteesimply, by a matrix and an outliri ap. For example, workers in Am following pro

portions might be ,sought ...

Type of Employing Agencyror Firm

Small Operation (less than
tizeibf 15 workers in the job area)

- - Lo tocaili

W nit Large OPeration (20 or more
wockiirs in the fob area)

Public iceAgency Priva4 Business
(go ent, education) and industry

2(%
,

,

25% air 4'.

.

,,

4

... -.25%

50%.of group

Thkproportionscan be translated into actual nupibers when the iotal,nynber to be surveyed is de- /
tided. This prevents local administrators fro.m acquiring a predominailliS of one type on the basis of

. ease of localaccess to workers. If community population density (sUchai rtiral, small town, major
metropolihin area) is also of 'concern, then designation of such can be added to these requirements. -

. Geographic distribution natioplly might be portrayed simply as followsrnith eqbalegillesen-
tation from each regional division To 'reasonable xepresentation of geo-economic area across' thckflation. One or more localities in uld be used for contacting workers and super-
visors. 'Similar depictions could be madelpr real 9r stittewide, areas,when the intent of the stiN'

vey tqope is less than.national..

50% of grAup-

45% of
group

55% of
group

a.)

4i.

: . 40
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STEP 11: SURVE
DESIGN PLAN. ,

DIRECTIONS FOR IDENTIFYING EMPLOYEES-
TO BE ASKED TO COMPLETE A QUESTIONNAIRE ON

THE TASKS OF AUTOMOTIVEMECHANICS

t.
7°

Workers selected to nswer the Tit tory Mestionnaire should be employed full-tirne as
Automotive Mechanics. They should pref rally have at least four but not more than,10 years
of work axperience as an Automotive hanic. Though a few are acceptable, try to avoid.
those witti,vecy little job ei or the very senior workers in the occupation. 1114

r. 6 i s

An A motive Mechanic is one who repairs arid overhauls automobile., light buses, light trucks,'

. and other automotive vehicles. They may, diagnose mage or malfunctions; remove, and replace
,units, disatsemble and inspect parts foilwe servicing, overhaul units, rebuild parts,-rewire

', electrical systems, reline or adjust units. They do not typically mend damagedbody and fenders,

c , . nor i tall or repair accessories such es radiost,They may become specialists in one area Q ,auto-
mobile re it (such as transmissi s, engine turte-up,or brake repair) but must pdssess § neral

41; Wills list above. -

These walkers s may use such other job t*i Auto Mechanic, Automobile Repai Garage

... , ntlechani , or Ertine-Repair Mechanic. gh qualified in general automotive m ics, their
,, -, immedi e job aisignmew could be limited to particulgtepair functions such as carburetth,

fropt-e , iifferentiet repair, or tune-up. ,

"s. ,
Workers s ouldnot be se cted who are (a) less than full-fledged mechanic repiLhelpleis
, or Iserstants; (b) speciali in rnbnautomotive or peripheral systerhs, su rial tr ks, ilt

i. . diesel truck engines, far ipment, or motorcyclej; (c) limited irquar ICOTI one specialty7

- area such as body repair, electrical,systemsisSierice station, mechanic,.or air con itioning; and ,

(d supervisorsor service managers.
,. .

visors of Automotive Mechanics selected manswer the Tisk Inventory Guestionkre
sl ild be those psreons yvhar4ationallyare Ibrated immedjately above the typeof worker
described for this study. ThW:need not be the immediate supervisor of Ahe'valiticular Workers
selected, but should normally supervise the &ork of that type of wbrker. It -&s preferred that

they 'have at least-four years of recepvxperience supervising a number,of AutomotOte Meehan;

ics. .

NJ

. . : ArA
..4 -1i. A -.

These r Mrsons supervise and coordinatethob activities ofrAltomotive Mechanics engaged in .,

repa;ring, adjusting, servicing, and storing tnollor-yehicles. They may inspect-And drive repaired
vehicles to verify repairs, schedule the transPbrung of materials to service or storage areas)
study repair schedules and estimate time/cost requirenients; make work assignments to vo,ffir ers,

analyze and resolve work problems, recommend or initiate pirsbnnel adtions, and similar s 1

.
visory activitie

. 1."....,, .. ....
.. :. -

Theie sbpervisors' may have such job titles as Service IVIanager,.arkOwner, Repair Shop,
Manoger,Savice Advisor, Shop Foreman, or Chief Mechanic. -

4

. /
. ' . d

. . it , ,
.

rgi4

^':

ala

" P
11,Fillrai Example of instructions to V,,IQ

--Ntdministraters regarding thcinds
Of persons to be select"! for the
sure". .

.8 /
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NVFor studies by public school'lystems deriye training curriculum content adjaiSent states
should be included in the ska-vey if statewide rather than national geographic scope is intended.
This would help assure that students becorrieprepared for effective erbPloyment in the labor
marlaskarea in which they are likely to find their opportunities.. With mobility trends being what
tart-are, the manpower requirements of a single state woad, not seem- to serve the-best Interests
and:needs 9f the student population.

4

Appropriate-represelliation of the employment settings for an occupation remains somewhat
of a debatable issue, particularly when the survey purpose is to identity curriculum content, Should
the survey equally represent all types of employment settings so that trainees may be prepared for a

iety of employment opportuliiiies as conditions and the job change over time?-dr,--should the
us be upon predicted manpower requirements? Opting for ma-npowe;- foretastt has the-appear,-

ance of sound planning and practicality; On the other hand, broadening employment options for
the individuals to be trained seems more attuned to the-career needs of students, with training pro-
grams encouraging the development of skills that can moVg readily transfer to new performance con-
texts. Considering the limitations of current manpower foricasting -methods, their inability to deal
with the myriad of small jobs and specialty areas having relatively minor manpovfer requirements
by themselves, and the constantly evolvidg technology and demand for many occupations, it would
seem mere appropriate to base reprelentationlirst upon the broady range of possible employment
situations. This woRtend to furnish training appropritte for students inereas of low population
density as-wejl as for,those in Major meiropolitarrereas. A balance of concetns could then e ob-
tained by augmenting the focus in those particular performance contexts that have oblii sly high
potential for near. -term employment opportunities. By this means may perhaps be p ible to ac-
quire the 'best of botji worlds." 1 -

11,

4

, a Employment sites'eflur. veyed workers, thus, sh ange fromiarge thetropolita reas, to ".-

moderate-sized or remotely situated cities, to small so communities. Some emphas how- -. ,

ever, would be upon the larger population centers.
, . y

.. . i, " , ;,5,, .
BUsiness enterprises to be contacted at cach*lected location may be essentially targets of op-

. .portunity, within the tonstraints of the survey plan. These are ones that are available and accessible
-to"survey administrators in each lo'cale.. .

,

This diversity-of locations and iridustriet distribrtec) across major i-egions of the cou ntry (ori other geographic units of tbe scope of interest), should aPprox(iVe a reasonable representation of
the overall work situatignin whic1 workers in the occupation in employment. The range of

,

46 \ _variations included in the survey should certainly lend assurance of thepeaningfulness of the data
- where-consenSus is achieved, while.acknowjedging the diversity of position assignments encompassed..

withyl an occupation. Information -about this consensus and diver s i t y could, be helpful as one basis
ter making students aware of job opportunities, employment !finny, and areas for skill application.

_ .
- ,

, II

STEP a:- PRETEST QUESTIONNAIRE'
INSTRUCTIONS AND FORMAT.

.

The first time a new or somewhzit different popuration is to be administered a survey question-
naire form it should be ttsted out on astnall sample of persons of the kind to be surveyed. This
otarves,two ontloses. First, it assures that suctra group can read ancrUriderstand the questionnaire,-
and that the persbnal background items are pertinent to that group. The second purpose is to gain
experienCe in locating the kinds btispondents needed for the survey. If certain kinds are found to

, .
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__STEP I
-PRETEST

be very diffiCult to identify or gain access to, this will have definite implications for the arrange-
meats necessary in,Step 13. It may. even be Mufti necessary to reconsider the survey plan devised
in Step 11. In any event, it is better to discover such'problems before attempting to gather the full
set of task data.

"11

0

Triis pretesting can be dbne with a handful of persons who represent the range o4iose for
whom the survey is intended, especially ill, terms of experience and reading ability. It is not neces-
sary to employ Strict sampling procedures:to identify suitable persons. Often it may be practical
to obtain this firsthand feedback simbitaneously withilie pilot testing in Stepp of Voliimep The
responses obtained may also be used to exercise the data processing programs for Steps 17 and 19,
to assure propef programmiAg and layout of output.

Individuals should be asked to comment on their understanding Of tile questions and-the pro:
cedures to be followed, If they feel that certain changes in the wordirig-of questions vliould improve
their communicability; they should be encouraged to offer their suggestions. Additionally, if at all
feasible, they should be paid fok, their service, consistent with their hourly rate cif pay. \

If this pretesting dictates that the total administration time for respond must be
shortened, it is possible to randomly divide the tasks within each duty rrn more than one
survkbooklet (except for questionnaire Types H, I, and J). Sufficient numbers in each comparable
group of respondents will be necessary to permit the group data to be pooled as if it all came from
the same, person. , *-
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ACTIVITY E.: ADMINISTERING,

OUESTIONNAIRES TO\WORKERS
AND SUPERVISORS

DESIGN THE SURVEY,

Plan Data
An4yses

Needs
11 Task. information

Infdrmant.
Backgrounds

Data Summaries

Steps 7, 8, 9, 10

Destin Question-
naires.and Their
Administration

Format and
Sampling .

Pretest

Siepi 11 and 12_

OBTAIN FLEVANCY DATA

Administer
QuestioAires

Arra ernentsny
Instructiorr
Printing \ ,

Recognition

Steps 13,14115, 118

Process T IQ Dat;

Preparation
Clusters (if

needed)
Summaries
Analyses

Steps 17, 18, 19,

,

20

.

Report the Data

To Participants
Fame' Recorti
Future File
.

Step 2,1 ", %

.1

'Given that.beth-the design of the occupational su ey antithe intended data analyseihave been

anned, in Activity D, it then becomes appippriaie to arrange.or and accomplish the actual adminis-

ation of the survey. Survey administration effqrts under this Adtivity E involve primarily the mak-

of appropriate arrangements and obtairiing printed questionnaires for each intended respondent.
;here are four prcocectdril steps to be folloWed in accomplishing thii administration:

po. Step Arrange to Have Questionnaires Administered

PO' Step 14:' Instruct Local Administrators

a Step 15: Prepare Questioonaire Boolilett
,

..

. Step 16: AcknowledgiCoope ration of Agencies and Pers?nnel . . .

Each of thise stefii is described in the sections which follow. In accomplishing Activity E attention
should be given to maximizing the motivation of survey administrators, of local employers, and of

,workers and tuperVisors responding to the survey questOnnaires. Respondent tnotivatidn it partie:
ularly important in obtaining meaningful and accurate information on cock-task. Uriless cw#pletion
Of the survey is made to seem desirable, participating individuals may not do their best in later

.
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portions of task' listings or in final stages' of making !dui contacts with emplo rs arid employees.
However, as Guion (1976) notes, 'specific attempts to increase r.nativetion probably have an impact

*only, up to some point; beyond that they are self-clefeafingy (p. 803). ..7. he rpcommen n to max-
imize motivation Often may be, therefore-- , diffidult_tocarri brit effecitively.,---

. (
, I.,..

STEP 13: ARRANGE TO -Hi:WE QUESTIONNAIRES
ADMINISTERED . 's.

Obtaining survey responses efficiently from many individuals can be difficult to accomplish.
Thus, along with Step 14, this step is most critical in obtaining useful questionnaire returns. These
steps also are the most sensitive in terms of assuring protection of the interests and welfare of em;
ployees; and of making certain that employers or other cookrating organizations do not become
alienated by the survey effort. ,

Methbdologically there are two key queslions in the process of making arrangements to have
Task Inventory Questionnaires administered to workers and immediate supervisors. The first is:
How do you locate the right kinds of employees and secure Their participation? This is followed
by the problem of: What can be done to encourage full return of completed cjilstionnaires?

The guidelines suggested here-assume a situation where a broad national or regional survey for
a single occupation is planned, with a diversity of locatOns and industries. Appropriate modifica-
tions should be obvious when orgy a single major employer or one'metropollien area are to be the
intended scope of interest. Additionally, if workers duly arr to be surveyed (as in questionnaire
Types C; F, H, I, and J), it is possible questionnaires'direCtly tct those workers. This can be
done with the sponsorship or cooperation of a professional or labor association to which ttry belong,
wtth Mailings made from the association's mernberstap-list. Accompanying such-maings should be
a letterfrom the ass ociation Indicating the association's baciiing and endorsement of thesurvey, and
encouraging membership response to. it. Alerting their membership through.association newsletter%
and periodicals is tnost useful. Similarly, if all respondents are to be from,a single large operating
_agency, a message from the top of that agendy to all lower units assures respondents that prompt
completion of the qUpstionnaire-is of interest to and sanctioned by the management..

Local administrators. Key individual's in each locate are needed who are knowledgeable of spe-
cific employment locations and are available to make direct contact With those employers. Though
they may commission others to aid in the processi these key individuals serve as the focal point for
local contacts, distributiort_Copestionnaires, and sort -term follow-up to complete the effort.

/ ,Various agencies conducting an occupational performance survey may have their own sources
of key local administrators, such as a firm's network of operating diyisions.throughout the country,.
or local chapters of an association or a union.

for surveys conducted 6y or for public education agencies it been ft:44nd very effective to
contract with the directors of state units concerned with occupatidRal or vocational education.
These include especially the state Instructional Materials Laboratories (or Curriculum Coordinating
Units) or state Re arch Coordinating Units, in thckestates hating such units. Other key individuals

- within state departments of vocational or occupational qiiiication also can be very supportive of the
survey ithnirlistration. Together they can serve'as a very affective network for gathering occupational
perfOrmance data, which can also be of-mutual' benefit to their reSpOve constituencies.

.
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STEP 1
ARRANGEMEN

These individuals may themselves make direct contact with employers and/or employ others
familiar with local communities.- ,Effective in this r9le ae professors of vocational education (par-
ticularly of business education) in the state's higher education system and secondary/pottsecondary
vocational teachers ih local school systems., By this means responsible community personnel who
are knowledgeable of local employMent settings and minted with a number of employers pro-
vide the personal contact that is so essentiarfor obtaining goodsurvey,responses and questionnaire
returns. A side benefit has been obtained by increasing their acquaintance with local employment
opportunities having relevance to the subjects they teach.

The key administrators in each area are best contacted directly, in person or by phone, to
secure their cooperation and participation. A contract for their/services or for the purchase of a
certain number of completed questionnaires is then issued fo their agency or to then as individuals,
depending on the circumstances in,each situation. This contract agrees to pay a set amount for
each completed questionnaire; uich8as $10 or $13for a short questionnaire, to $40 or $50 for a
lengthy complex questionnaire involving difficult arrangements in securing the required respondents.
These monies may be used.as necessary to compensate employers and/or employees for time used
to answer each questionnaire.

Local administration process. -cal employers should be contacted and informed of Sie nature
ifibld needs of the survey. Their approval for contacting spdcific workers and/or superyjsors should be

obtainekl. Often in smal14-9anizations they will themselves serve as the point of.contact with par-
.

ticufemployees, or infiZcluce the local administrator to them. In other instances they may desig-
nate aflother person in the organization toserve that role.

bepending on the nature and scope of the survey, sometimes it may also be useful to secure'
the endorserhent of relevant associations of employers to encourage participation by these business
firms. This kind of endorsement, however, takes some time to acquire. Associations may need to
clear their action with th.eir governing board at its next meeting. It may at times also be appro-
priate to inform and secure the backing of a local employees union, though typically too few work-
ers are usedfrom any one firm to make this a significant and necessary part of the process.

---

Telephone employers in aduance for an appointment. lt.is important that the normal lines of
communicationauthin an organization be followed. Initial contact should always be soughtwith
th'e top management of the local operation; that is, with the owner of a small business, the general
manager, personnel ,manager, or other persokhaving general responsibility over the employees. The
objectives of th survey and its outcomes that may benefit the business or the employees should be
explained. The cupation or area being surveyed must be carefully described so as to identify,the
kinds of employ to be included. If intermediate supervisors are to be involved in,distributing
the inventories, is helpful if they are also personally contacted.

The local's rvey administr, along with the employer or manager, should identify the spe-
'cific kinds an tuber of employees who are to receive the questionihaire at each location. Volyn-
tarrcooperation.should be solicited without using coercive pressure. A positive and appreciative
attitude towarirthsurvey is most desirable.

Each questionnair is",a complete package for self-administration. Some managers may prefer
to distribute the questionnaires, and then have the employees mail them directly to the local admin-
istrator when completed. If this isone, each employee' should be asked to notify the manager (or
hiS representative) when the booklet has been mailed, permitting the manager to monitor which
questionnaires have been`completed. Other managers may prefer to have completed questionnaires
return it office for _forwarding tb the locl administrator. Highdiand faster completion

A
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rates are obtained when managert are interested enough in the survey to collect the questionnaires
from their employees.

STEP 14: INSTRpCT LOCAL ADMINISTRATORS-,

If at all possible, all the key local administrators-should be gathered together at one central lo-
cation for a day to discuss their role. This serves to give each &common understanding of what's

'intended, and an opportunity to raise questions abo the process; it is most helpful if they all fully
-understand what is being done, and the reasons for itil/ith such a sense of purpose and value theirr_
jSarticipation should be enhanced. This meeting d be held at or just before the time the survey
questionnaires are ready for distribution.

Each adininistrator should be given written instipctionsdescribing what issues to attend to,
with particular attention to protecting the privacy direVondents and securing voluntary participa- .

tion. The instructions should also-indic'ate possible ways of' thanking and acknowledging the con-

. tribution of each participant (per Step 16):. An example of one suCh possible set of administrator
instructions is illustrated in Figure 18. These-would actor VOY th e occupational definitions such
assiven in the Figure 17 example.

Of special importance is the needfor local adtninista o s to report information regarding' the
nature of each employment setting used. This data can a to theitac oundinformation pertain-
ing to each questionnaire. A sjmpte worksheet, as in Figure 19, should beTnade available to record .
and trarismit this information. 'It should key each item to a sp cific respondent by means of a pre-

determined code for each questionnaire booklet (see Step

41(



.
/Additional. Information and Guidance to Help in the

Local Administration of Task Inventory Questionnaires
. f-:1" .-,

. ,

1. Identifying Ethployees to Answir the Questionnaire?
-. .

Persons selecter d to answer the Task Inventory Questionnaires should be as noted on the attached sheet
rdemibing workers and supervisors 1

2: *If of Employer Agencies Needed
k

The following chart indicates1he number of each type of employing agency to obtain for the particular

?i ...Immediate
Workers Supervisors

a. Government Service or Education (Small operation r '
less than 15 employ.ees in the lob area) 2 2

b. Government Serv:Lce or Education (large operation
20 or more employees in the job area) 3 3 _

gr.
c Private BusiNss or Industry. (small operattort: less -

than 15 employees in thejob area) 4 4

types of employees.

d. Private Bysiness or Industry (large operation. 20 or
. more employees in the job area) 3 3 .

3. Inform of Purpose' 1. ..
.

Each questionnaire respondent, as well as each higher agency official contacted, should be informed of
the purpose of the Task Inventory Questionnaire. The following comments are provided for your pos-
sable use in telling employers of the.purpose of this data-collection effort:

The purpose of this questionnaire is to identify what job tasks are relevant to the occupa-
tion being surveyed. This information will be used in a curriculum project to identify the'
extent to which each task is relevant to that occupation, serving as one basis for assuring
that trainingis difected at the more relevant tasks.

Asomposite of several questionnaires for that occupation will be used as the basis for
analyzing what task skills are now performed and expected of workers. This composite
will represent a cross-section of geographic and industry views.

The problem is not a simple one on which to obtain concensus. Each job position has its
own set of requirements and assignments. The questionnaires will be analyzed to identify
significant parts of the occupation. t

Additional copies of questionnaires are included for leaving with management officials, as you deem
appropriate.

.4. 'Time-Saving features
it-

? There are several time-se-ring features built into this questionnaire. It mall be useful to tell participating
employers of these, to assure them thlt we were aware of the value of their time.

Figure 18. Example oinstructions tollipal administrators.
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a. Questions on background information are, kept to a minimum absolutely necessary to this surveY1,,,,,

b. By use of prepared listings of tasks for an occupation, the employee is only asked to recognize
each task, and not have to try and recall each work activity. Recognition is far faster and more
complete than is recall. 7

c. Answers to each task statement need to be given simply by circling a number or by checking an

or

item.Mr

5. Assurance of Confidentiality

There should be no penalty possible for giving an honest answeri or for refusing to answer a particular
item for even the whole questionnaire, if that should ipcur). In no way should the respondent's higher
management levels be informed that a person "failed to cooperate." Even the nature of the individual
answers should* kept confidential; in no /way should they serve to embarrass or harasshe respondents.

Not To help accor ish this, the completd questionnaire should be placed in the large manilla envelope pro-
vided, and sealed byPthe respondent. The sealed uld then be returned in accordance with
local plans. It is dOulftful that the questionnair seeks any se sitive information, but the caution seems
uso4t1 to assure that we do not inadvertent] reate a proble

6. Assurance of Voluntary Participation,.

Each employee always has the right to refuse o an'wer particular item on the questionnaire. Please
be sure to inform eacA one of this option, but do so in a way that does not encourage them to omit ^

'answers very often. Discretely tell theM of their right, but stress the survey neeVor their experienced
judgments.

7. Spot Checks to Assure Compliance withAdministration ReqUirernents

If you use persons from other agencies to adminiiler the questionnaires, it might be useful to perform a
spot check occasiohally with cooperating firms and/or employees. This could provide assurance that the
questionnaires were in fact administered to appropriate employees. By asking such ituestions as "how
long did it take fOr an employee to Complete the questionnaire?" it May be possible to assess the like-
lihood that the qtlestionnaires are being administered properly.

8. Procedures for 6ployees to Return Completed Questiondaires
1

On the first aid last pages of each booklet, each person is told to put all completed materials in the large
manilla envelope, and to seal it. Then to turn it in according to local instructions. These local instruc
bons are the responsibility of each administering agency'. You should work out these instructions as
they fit your situation. Perhaps a responsible official within each firm could be appointecNo,..receive the
sealed envelopes, and to follow-up on any that are not turnecrin Or, they may be collected on the spot
by you or your representative. Or, they may be mailed directly to your office. In this latter case it
would be,appropriate to put your address on the envelopes and to prestamp them. The basic intent is
thatno one in the firm should have access to specific responses by which the respondent could subse-

t quently be harassed& embarrassed.

9. Review of Completed Questionnaires

As sealed envelopes are recieved from employees, there is a need for you to operi each and check that
the question; have in faCt been answered. The following guidelines are suggested for doing this review

and foilkesponding to discrepancies:

a. Scan each answer section, including the Background Information page, to determine whether
answers were genitally given appropriately to all tasks listed.

Figure 18 Continued
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b. If it appears that the employee chose not to provide a reasonably complete set of aqswers, either
contact that person again and try to get couinued effort on it, or find a person in ecomparable

'type of firm to complete another questionnaire. Additional questionnaires are included for this
. purpose. Please note any such changes on your Agenty Worksheet.

c. If the answers are complete but nonsensical garbage,-accept them without comment. Note your
evaluatibn on the outside of the envelope and on your Agency Worksheet. (Do not convey this
information to the employer.) Then,-contact a person in some comparable type of agency to ob-
tain a complete and meaningful set of responses.

10. Extia Questionnaires

Some additional copies of the TIQ are included with the materials sent to you.- These do not have pre-
stampid identification numbers. These can be used or distributed at your discrelion. Please return any
unwanted ones to us. If more are needed, please phone us collect.

STEP 1
INSTRUCTION

If additional copies are used to ob*tin,employee responses, please be sure to put an appropriate identi-
fication number on the cover of each setjused, and record this numberon the Agency Worksheet.

11. .Completion of the Agency Worksheei,
,; 1Y

In the package of materials sent to you itAform labeled Agency Worksheet. The last column is for your
local use as you see fit. The first column piirides the identification number for each questionnaire re-
spondent. The balance of the worksheet shduld be used to provide us with the following information on
each respondent:

a. Size of thgriare ration. This column is to be used to record the size of business operation in Which
each responding employee works. Indicate whether that business operation is large, moderate, or
small in size. This size indication is judgmental on your part, but you might consider it large if
there are more than 20 employees working in the immediate area, and as small if there are lest than
5 such workers. Thus, it is the size of the occupational function in one location that is noted;not
the size of the emplorying agency nor of the parent company.

b. Metropolitan Area and State. The general location of the employment setting should be recorded
for each respondent. Exett city is not important, as long as the metropolitan area is named. This
is more for regional identification than for pinpointing work situ However, if the location is a
rural or isolated one, this should be noted.

c. Cautions. Tell us of any particular'incidents r conditions that occurrat might create prob-
lems Interpreting the questionnaire responses. This informatron possibR could be important in
properly analyzing the questionnaire results.

12. Feedback on Problems Encountered
It

It is most urgently requested that you note any Ignificant problems encountered in administi;ring the
quEStionnaires, tod inform us by a memorandum after your work is done. This feedback will-help us
to assess the ne6d for procedural changes to yield effective and efficient data-gathering processes in the
future.

13. Showing Appreciation to Participants
,-- :

a. Each local administrator of these gbNijpClpaires may want to indicate specific means of showing
appreciation to employers cooperating with this study. Some excellent procedures that have

, been used in the past have been to send eadh person a commendatory letter or a printed cereifi-
catt of appreciation for participating in the opdy. In one instance these certificates were signed* ..

, .
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with the name of the state governor. Or, you may have equally good meansfor using this
opportunity to cement relations with employer representatives in your area.

b. If you promise an employer a copy of the results, be sure to get the full correct address to
which they should be mailed: We can ,send them direct to that address when we:prepare the
report of summary descriptive data. This report would not breakdown the data by employer/
city/state/region, but would be a composite from all data locations.

14. To Return the Completed Questionnaires

You may ma completed questionnaires back to us as groups of them are completed. These should

be addressed as follows:
S

Name
Title
Address

- 15. To Get-Paid

When completed, hopefully within two or three weeks, send your regular agency billing form (or

invoice) to:

Name
Title
Address

Indicate it is for the purchase of s; that is, for so many completed Task Inventory Cluestrilmnaires.

Also note our Purchase Order number. Payment to you will be initiated promptly, but cannot be-done

until your invoice is received.
.4

16. Call for Information or Assistance

-4f you have any questions, o eed additional help, please phone us collect to discuss the matter:

Phone
Name(s)

17. WE THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION IN THIS SURVEY*

c

ty

Figure 18 Continued
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SURVEY 004

Questionnaire
Identification

No. Job Type

AGENCY WORKSHEET

(Please return with comTeted questionnaires)

1-2-081 frorammer

1-2.082

1-2-83
I

1-2-084-

2-f-081 Supervisor

2 1-082

.

2-1-084

12

Agency

..

Metropolitan Cautions and
Size of Operation Area or City State Comments Nots

.
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Wh all pl ng a ncrpildt testing s been completed, all, rev ions made, instrvcifons.drafted,
arid r sec ns nd backgroondsngets designed, the cask Inv ntory Questionnaires are ready

,for inting and binding. Be sure that print' jze usilri on.tlie qu stiOnnaires is easily readable: suit-
', Able possible older rbsii ehts andjor'use ill shop ereas which may have inadequate light for

reedinb smalf'print In esti 'atind the tlumiee: of all Materialfto be printed, allow for 15 to
more of:etch form to cove anticipated lo of,questIonnaires due to faulty response. Aso provid
for additional "sample" eopies:for the retentiOn sett cooperating emilloyersand associations, as well
ak.the key loft& administrators. 4 '

- -,. (---- 2 . : .
' As:emoting each cluesilonnaire.- Questiohnaire bookleiS shoulcl be assembled in

, sapience:
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1. s Cover page (see Pigure 2firs

2. Introduction page (see Faigure, 3A*)

3.
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tab
,Back round page (see Figtires-4 and b)--,

4. Instruction page (seeligures 9,.10, 17, 13,.ena 15)

0.4 Iv ,

..,

5. 4.tist of tasks and accompanying answer section's fge Figures

o -6." -Comments s t c tion Is e e FigUses 7 and al-
.. . ..

. 4 .. 0.: : ..

When the questionrfaire bookfiere to be mailed directly to respondebts,suctifYiti assurley of the -
-

membership of iprofessional dr labor.issociation,it is important to have, intiOductoryletter ac-
_cOmpanY the T1Q booklet. rreferabl9Inis shoqld be from the endorsing association, describing the
importance and urging members to complte and return thia questionnaires.

InstrOctio'ns-for retjrning the completed questionnaires 'should be noted conspicuously. If the.. .
- completed destionnaire booklets ere to be rnailed,batk by each respondent, tie sure to inClipe A

. . preaddres d stamparturnienOlope, f

o
, V

*1.

, and 16)
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e following- .
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Depending

h."Ok avondent group
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gathe questionnaire type selected, The Occupational survey borelets for .each4re-
ld containfite follbiving task questions:
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B klet

,
or Workei'

N

.

* , Bpcklet for. Supevsors- , .,
V
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Type B

4

. .

Booklet for Worker Group 1

Booklet for 'Worker Groiip 2
Booklet for&petvisors

a
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E3USINESS DATA PROGRAMMERS
0

t
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This Lisf of Activities is intewledlolesearch-purposes.
not doctrinil or directOtoin nature:but4 is intended to in-
clude all aAivities of any significance which might be per-
forMed ,y.trnost Business. Data Programmers as part of their

.
t

I-

r

.4.

The Teak Inventory.Ouestionn es, of
whichthis List bf Activities part. is

' being adminis *project
of. is

The C..itter forV9cationtil -Education
The Ohio State University 41k.

Columbus. O H 43210

Figure 20. Ex of a cover for TIC) booklet.
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In collaboration with tight state curric-
ulum laboratories ersdiroditional reseirch
agencies throughout the naton.
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TASK 'INVENTORY o.uEs-99410uki
Introductir, . .0 .-.,

You arerequested to participate i' provixting information about the jrib of BusinelOate
P . -

.Prbgrammers. In combination tith.the esponses of many other experienced.vorkers and
supervisors, your answers to questions the Task Inventory Questionnaire will help deter-
Thievery specifically what job activities hoW-are part of the work of Business Data Program-'
mere'

,

. . . . .

:TP

. . , : '

As ari individual 'experienced with the day-to-day functioneapcKydrkrequirementsof
Business Datarrogrammers, either as a worker or as a supervisor, your assistance ismosees-
sential. You are asked to proVide some of detailed information that ienecessary,to sys-
tematically.identify thperforrhance coritent-ffifie occupatioh as it occurs i ifferent
eMployment settings. Thiswill make it possible to plan more useful 'and r training
cirograins and occupational descriptions. i- . -

Should therebe any particular items yoprefer not to answer, you ire certainly free to
, .- ,

omit those itemsi'\ However, your consideration of each of these-items is most important to
tip effective accomplishment-of this occupational study. We need your judgments and
kapywrnclethe work situation spit actually, exist Pleasebastybur answers on your own
expert ith the work lone by a Balink*Sita Prelim-0er. Composites of a larger num-
ber of responses from all over the country WV be used; the rswers of any one person will .
never be reported. Thus, your participation 'will Serve to provide a representative sample of
the work as it occurs nationwide:,_ 4

. . ) r .... .

Most of to activities (ortasks) Performed by Businesata Programmersers ire listed in. %
. _

this booklet, While not all Business Data Programmertwill do all thete activities, this listing
'should include nearly alt of tile job activities performed by any one person. IL you note that'
some activities are missindirom the listing, pleaie write -them in thisibooklet dron a separate
paper. Turn inthese additions along with your corniSletOrquestionfflaire booklet.

- ,'.. .

%Ag' v 'que'stions aCcortnpany this booklet. You:are asked to answer.both questiohs.
Please work on one question at a time, finishing it before starting on thepext question.
(This paragraphapOticable only to TypeeH, I, and J4

,
When finisl?ed with the task questions, pleaselpiace this List of Activities booklet in the

accompanying mania envelope. Be suie you have also answered the Background Informa-
tion Sheet, and the section foryour comments and suggestions. Seal the envelope, and turn
it in according to directionegiven you lOcally. .i 4

THANIU FOR YOlilR COOPERATION.
1P4

I If

#

Figait21. Example of introduction liege*
--Rt!eStiQnnair9 tegPondePts.,r
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Booklet for Worker Group 1
Booklet for Worker Group 2

Type D

Booklet
Booklet
Booklet

_ TyPti E

r

I--

for Workers
or Supervisor roup 1

for Supervisor Group 2

Booklet for Workers'
Booklet for Supervisors

Type F

B,-,tklet for Workers

Type G

Booklet for Workerso
Booklet focSuperviscolst

Type H

Type

Booklet for Worker Group 1

Booklet for Workei Group 2

Booklet for Workers

Booklet for Supervisors

Type J

Booklet for Workeri.

^

task Question

OccUrrence (a1)
Significance (03)

'Occurrence (91)
Occurrencelei2)

)

° , Kkcurrence (Q1)
. Significance (04)

Significance (031^

,

s

ficance (03)
ce (02)

Occ ence (01) -and
Tim Spent (Q5).
Sign ficange (03)

Occurrence (01)
Time Spent (Q5)
Significance (Q4)

STEP 'IS:
BOOKLET

PREPARATI

Type of Response
to Question,

Checkmark
Circle Rumber* .

. .

Checkmark
Checkmark
Circle Number

a

krriark.
Circle Number

Circle Number

Circle,Nurribert
Checkmark .

Checkmark and
Write Numker
Circle Number

Checkmark and
Write Numlier
Circle Number

40.ccurrence (Q1) and Checkmark and
Time $pent (05) Write Number

Later storing and referencing of questionnaires can be facilitated by using a different colored
stock for the cover of-booklets for eaph,.different occupation, whenaore than one.occupation is
isibe surveyed.
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Coding each_questiormaire., To relate each completedqUestionnaice to the type of respondent
and emptoyreht sttuationinten0*, it is useful to stamp or write a unique coif jdentifica punt-
ber oh the outside of each TIQ bOOk let. These numbers also should be recorded-on the A .
Worksheet forfurther assurance tatsuch baCkgiound information can b* -_iated wit114
proper respondents. This numbering is-not topersonallya identify ft :
butserve onj)(.$o facilitate data processiand accounting for questionnaires

trator. ' __-- sr _;,' ..-' , ,

I

Oa' rec4hcterlts,

teach admirtisk?

The suggested c8ding system is one'that will be compatiblewith tflOilata ca ri4 key/punching
.0/stem-it) be Used in Step 17. It consists of a likely maximum 6f 10 digift (Table IL five digits
m*Sffrie Jor small, one-time surveys: .one card cOlurtin each for kind of reshoncietresponse
"gro0,4ild lministtater, plus two Z-Oltimns for individual's when less than 100 are used per grout).

-Table 2

16 -Digit Identifying Code' for TICrbooklets
,

Gard Coltyhn(s)

5

, 7, & 8

.9 & 10

4

. .

Row Definition for Column(s)

OccdpatiowArea, or Function ikingSbrifeyid
(aflowir up to 999 surveys)

Type of Survey

RoW 1
Row 2

ondent:

Worker in the Occupation, Area, o* runction
ImMediate Supervisor of Workers in Occupation

Response GroupVlithin Resporgient Type:

Flow 1 ,Gr
Row 2 Group 2
(etc., allowing for up to pit* groups),

a

ti
Individual Respondent (yieldituj a unique code for each booklet,

n used in conjunction* with first 5 digits; allowing up to
respondents per occupation and respondent type/group)

Keys Individual or Agency Administering the Questionnaire
(alloWing up to 99.adrninistrators per survey)

l .

This identifyipg numb can be displayed for ease of reading by use of hyphensSepariihtf the
major colUmnar clefinitiont, s as:

.

.

- This would denote the fourth occupation.surveYed, administered to 'person 81 in worker group 2

by individual or agency 12.

004-1-2.041--12

t,
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STEP 1$:
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT'S

1
a.

0

... :.

i .
. -

'0l
0 A word iould be kept of the pieces arid persons to whoM copies of the Task InventoniCtues-
tionstairea're sent. if mailed direct,to workers, then their names and addresses should be recorded;
If distributed to local administrators, then there should be a record of which types of questionhaire

t.' and intended respondents were included; as yvell as the identifying numbers involved. I ' i.

Similarly, a retort should be maintained of the questionnaires received'from respondents or
administrators: Keepingthese'records together will make it easy-to detect delays in returns and to
initiate follow-up efforts.as matt be suitable. At any time it,should be possible to calculate the per-
centage of returns of completed questionnaire's, s r ,

STEP 16: ACKNOWLEDGE COOPERATION of
.AGENCIES.AND PERSONNEL.

.\ ,
s

Sobn after the completion of a survey administration it is highly recommended thafeach par-
ticipating agency and individirat-receive a letter or other notice of appreciation. ,Local administra-
tors should do, this with their employers and employees4 The survey sponsor or plannershould do 4.
this with their key local administrators, and give recognition and credit in subsequent reports, Of the

survey data to the essential part.played by this cooperating network of administrators.-
_ A

,
. ...

In addition, a number of employers definitely expect to receive at least some brief summary of
results for their participation. The appropriate content of such feedback reRorts will vary'from ur-
vey to survey, buiide&I should form document the descriptive data and results of
Since such a report usually consumes mite &bit of -time before it is ready for :JcZi2buonend niay
be costly, it usually is bestto prepare a Sholittlescriplion of keerreiults. This as quick reading,;.
and permits the participating employers to sense that their efforts were valuabfe and appreciated.
By such means i is intended to maintain the goodwill of such employers, encouraging them to be .

cooperative with any future survey n other-contacts, This feedback-can Ao alert thereto . '-''

the availability of the subsequent reporilbr of any previous surveys. i , ,---- -
. ,

,

r -

3

_Sr

V.

I
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ACTIVITY PROCESSING'

SUR DATA

DESIGN THE SURVEY

Plan Data
Analyses

Nei&
Task Information
Informant

Backgrounds
Data Summaries

Strips 7, 8:9, 10

-Design Question-
naires and Their
Administration

Format and
Sampling

Pretest

Steps I1 and 12

5'

OBTAIN RELEVANCY DATA -

Administer
Questionnaires

Arrangemqnts '
0 Instruction
4 Pr,int trig

Recognition

Steps 13. 14, 15i-

Process TIQ Data

Preparation
Ousters lif .

needed)
, lusenorise

Analyses

Step 47. 111. 19, 20

Report the Data

iv To"Participents
Potmal Record

-Future File

$tep 21

4110

. The procedural steps in Activity F involve the proetssing of survey bats, b'OciiirecelOi6f the
completed task inventory Questionnaires that were administered by the efforts -in the preceding
Activity E.- Four possible steps are described here, though 'specific eleriuints Of these stept are de-
pendent upon the particular plans devised ikthe earlier Activity D:

Step 17: Prepare Questionnaire Response; for Processior

S.

r

Step 18: Cluster WOrkers Into Job Types --- ,,.1.-1,,, , ib ,. '

100' Step 19: Compute Summary Descriptive Data ,'!;'.,: ..
,,

;-: -i..,_

.1° Step 20: Perform Analysdiif the Survey Data N 1:3:1.1TL. ,71: ''',y- ;,-,'

STEP 17: PREPARE QUESTIONNAIRE `Rgsrma:s,Es
FOR PROCESSING -tfr

Audit of each booklet hhen queitionhaire booklets are,received, theritiouki bitecanneii for
completeness and for compliance with-the directions prior to keypunching. The evidencing major

.61
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.obvious failures of respondents to follow the questionnaire directions should be rejected from fur-
ther use in the survey: Rejections may be based on such evidence as: 11111*

1. Nig 1p inconsistent` and incomplete4respatses.

2. Supervisor apparently rating his own job as supervisor, not the performance of werters
in the occupation.,

I se

3. Inappropriate respondents as,whenbackgfound sheet notes an alternate job title and this
is tubstantiated by the overall pattern of.-task responses. (Job title should not be the sole
basis for rejection, since many inconAttencies exist for titles in practice.) '' ,

A i.
.

Ile : "Task responses within a questionnaire'fail-1 ShO"'W item discrimination, such 'as when Oa
__every task is checked on Question 1 or 2, or Aare rated at the same scale level on

Questions 3.4, Or 5.
. c ..

5. Use of a great many multiple responses per task on Questions 3, 4, or 5 (multiple re- '
.

Irises are not *Pe by 4 computer routine).

6. Identical response patterns from-all workers in one participating shop or office. .

7, Notasks rated after the first few. pages of a booklet, indicating the respondent chbe not
to complete -the questionnaire..

Questionnaires rejected should be rioted and recorded, alon with the reasons for their rejection.
Examination of these may provide clues to improvements n 451 future surveys.

Usually the itern'responses can be keypunched directly frcim the questionnaire booklets. For -

efficient and accurate keypunching, keypunch operators should not be required to edit or interpret
the data. Consequently, scanning for completeness should also include the clarification of illegible ,

responses. Legibly marking correct item responses with a red pencil will help the keypunch opera-
tor, without destroying the original marking ifiater sorndne wants to use it.

Data coding for keypunching. Instructions for the aiding-of responses are provided in VOlume
5, with only a brie summary of salient features given here., Usingthe respondent identifying num- ,

ber as the first 10 digits of each card prepared for a questionnaire, Columns 11 and 12 ti
specific question for which responses are to be keypunched, and Column 13 is-used

.. card number for that question. The double digit capacity is used for question numbers
ditional questions may be accommodated.

.

The balance of the card columns are used sequentially to record task responses. These should

start on Card,01. Respondent background and reactions should be placed on q separate card, start-

ing with the identifier code. This card may also accommodate the record of equipment nuns' the
individual checked as used or operated.

k

Information from the agency Worksheet may be included with resPondent background data.
To permit the size and type of city in which each respondent is employed to be coded, it will be
necessary.to use an atlas to check location and population. -,TheOroper code should then be written
in red pencirdirectly on the background sheet. Keypunch operators can be instructed on which
card column to locate this fiede. Suggested categofies of city characteristics 00 their coding are:

A.
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i

I
1 Major metropolitan' area, including satellite suburbs

2 Moderate-sized city near larger population center

3 ° Moderate-sized city, but somewhat remote from, major population centers

4 Small town

5 Rural or isolatbd work site

Other categories can be devised to fit the needs of a Articular study and its intended scope of in-
terest. If this js done; coding instructions other than those provided in 4olume 5 will need to be
established for keypunching.

littord of written comnients. The background, answers to some tasks,-and reaction pages of
each booklet, as well as the Agency Worksheet and any accompanying notes, are sources of written

,information that cannot readily' be placed on data processing cards. These sources include (a) back-
ground descriptors that are not. part of a standardized list, (b) new task statements, (c) comments
and suggestions of respondents, and (d) cautions and comments of local adrhinistrators. Generally,
the simpleseapproach to recording and organizing theW verbal, statements is to type them out, using w
a separate sheet f6r each class of information. Associated with each statement should be a short ver-
sion of the identifying number. The individual number (digits 6, 7, and 8) and the agency number
(digits 9 and 10) can be omitted., Thus, each comfnent will essentially be related only to the kind
of respondent and the particular group of respondents-within that category, if any. If more than
one occupation was surveyed, then the comments of workers and supervisors should be grouped by* the pertinent occupation. An outline for this clerical recording of verbal statements is presented in
Figure 22.

There.is nomeed to record a rating given to a new task added to the list. Since few respondents
ever add identical tasks, these ratings are of very uncertain value. It is better to save these tasks for
potential inclusion in a subsequent resurvey of the occupation. These additions, or anyiouggested
modifications to listed tasks, can be edited and cited in the formal report of the survey (Step 21).
Where task list was divided into two'separate sections to reduce completion time reqyirements, (
statements added on one section should be compored with the other section to eliminate tasks al-
ready listed and surveyed.

STEP 111
JOS CLUSTE

11.10

STEP 18: CLUSTER WORKERS INTO JOB TYPES

° In those studies where it is desired to identify different types of jobs existing within e work
area surveyed, Step 18 is performed prior to any summarization or other analyses of the task data.
This clustering is based upon some selectedcommonality of task performance. Responses can be
used from Questions 1, 3, dr 5. However, Question 3 is recommended over Question 1 as the basis,
for clustering. No recommendation is made at this time between use of Questions 3 !sr 5. ,

.

As previously noted * the Step Ti discussioh of selecting ents, different statisticarteith-
Aiques Have varying practical capacities for the number of responder* that can be used in any one'

application of the In some studies, particularly when using factor analysis as the "cluster-
ing" technique, it may be reasonable todivide the respondents randomly into subsets that are within

66
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ler

.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
r -

Other Job Tides Given: I

. Workers , Supervisors

ID No. Statement . f ID No. Statement

---

Other Types of Organizations or lndustriei Given:

Supervisors

,.

Workers
.

ID No. Statement ID NO. ' Statement

.
0therilicurces of Veining Given by Workers: -

-,
Workers

,::

,10 No. Statement
. .

- .

-

.

- TASK STATEWjg . . .
.

Additios (cats tillWiutif category letter under which each statement was noted):

1-
Workers - Su.

ID No. Statement ID No. Statement
T -

I

Modifications or Comments on Listed Teeks bite the task number with each statement).:

. Workers Supervisors

ID No. SOttement ID No. Staoment

.
, REACTION AND SUGGESTIONS ,

Workers Supervisors

ID No. Statement
. .

ID No. Statement
S

. .
I

LOCAL ADMINISTRATOR CAUTIONS AND COMMENTS

orkeLauesdonneirSpecific to W es: Specific to Supervisor GuestiorTires:

.General

22, Outline for clerical recording
of verbal statements.
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STEP 111:
JOB CLUSTER

*sr
the size limitations, and cluster each subset separately. Clusters (factors) of the major job types are
likely to appear in each of the respondent subsets. .

This section of Volume3 does not presume to specify one particular procedure for clustering.
lt9Vill, instead, note several of the methodological issues and suggest several reference sources that
should be read before proceding with any attempt to_apply a duster analysis. It is recommended
that a statistical specialist be consulted to fit this step to the needs of a particular survey study. The
guidelines which follow rely heavily upo issues. noted in an article by Fred Borger ancrDavid Weiss
(1971). They are intended to outline 56m the matters that should be understood and resolved
before applying a cluster analysis prockdure to the task data of a specific survey of an occupational
siva.

There seem to be three major areas of concern:

1,:/Naturepof the questionnaire data for each task.

2. Measures of similarity between the task responses of any two workers; -

3. Type of clustering analysis to be applied to,the measures of similarity between each 'pair
of workers in the survey.

;Nature of the questionnaire data. Three kinds of data are possible: dichotomous responses
frorrrQuestion 1, scaled ratings from Question 3, and percentage measures from Question 5. (The
process for converting Question 5 ratings to "percent of time" values is presented later in this Step
18 discussion.)

Additionally, the scaled ratings of Question 3 may be transformed from the raw rating to a
standard score before applying measures of interworker similarity. It is argued by some that such

'transformation of raw scores is necessary, to eliminate the effect.of differential means andvariances
of indiViduallaters. Any such transformation will influence the cluster results.

Measures of similarity..Any of a wide assortment of_ measures of response similarity are avail-
able, though some clustering techniques are lirrlited to a particular kind of measure! Some of the
possible measures of the similarity (of responses to a scaled task question) between a pair of workers
are:

0

Zd the sum across all tasks of the scale differencis of the raw ratings given'tryeach-
' worker. %.

Ede the sure across all tasks of the squared scale differences of the raw ratings given
by each worker: . .

EX'S the sum across all tasks tle cross prodorts of the raw ratings given by each
vtrorker. .

%

. .-

product-moment correlation between the jwo sets of ratings of a pair of 4orkert,
measuring the extent that variations in one set of ratings match the other set.

rim̂

rt tetrachoric correlation between two sets of ratings, used when scaled ratings are ,

artificially-reduced to two categories, or diChotomous (as may be necessary when
the distribution of responses on a scale are highly skewed). Also appropriate for
relating responses on Question 1.
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Some measures of similarity preserve the component characteristics of profile data (elevation,
scatter, and shape) better than others. Borgen and Weiss (1971) indicate that, examining similar-.
ity measures in terms of how much each preserves these characteristics, Cronbach and Gleser (1953).

concluded that correlation measures, with the exception of intraclass correlation,
are generally inferior to distance (difference) measures since they lose information
about profile elevation and scatter. Similarity measures which retain all profile
components inyfiCrsum of the raw cross products and the squared distance'
(difference) measures (p. 585).

Btorgen and Weiss caution that

It is clear that each of the alternative profile similarity measures tends to have,
special attributes. An investigator should consider the unique conditions and"

11441140.

,
objectives of his study end choose a similarity measure accordingly (p. 585):

Question 5 ratings (Relative Iffne Spent) by each worker are to be converted to percentages
'of total work time spent on each task (Percent of Time Spent) before computing a measure of simi-
larity between two workers. This percentage for each task is calculated by adding all of the Relative
Time Spent ratings, dividing each task rating by the total of all ratings, and multiplying the quotient
by 100. This yields the percentage of work time spent on each task by each worker in 'the survey.
Tasks not receiving a rating are considered to be rated as "0". The sum of all task percentage values

equals 100% for each person. in a like manner, theaverage Percent of Time values for any groilp of .
workers indicate the percentage of group /ime spent on each task, with the sum of these also equaling

100% (Archer, 1966; Christal, 1974). , "--p

Similarity between two workers on Question 5 can be expreised by:

.

I.
Isercentage of common tasks performed.

total overlapping percentage of time spent on talks (the preferred option in most cluster-

ing studies).

Types of clustering analysis techniques. 'There iare available both "cluster analysis" and "factor
analysis" methods by which job types represented within a survey may be derived. All methods be-
gin with a matrix of similarity measures between all possi e pairs of questionnaire respondents.

41
For identifying job types it is usuallatiequate to apply techniques yielding "rionhierarchical":

solutions; that is, simply identifying the discrete homogeneous subgroups-of workers (those whose

task performance is more similar within the subgroup than with workers in 'any other subgroup).
The tasks and background of workers within a desired subgroup define the nature of that job type.
If. these subgroups are then clustered, it is possible to group them,into "suderclusters" or higher or-
der groupings of workers. This is termed a "hierarchical" solution, useful when there is interest in
the relationships among the clusters or job types (Johnson, 1967). .

Examples of the more tested and readily ayailable methods are:

Transposed Factor Analysis 4.
This is a speciaLapplication of factor analysis variously known as inverse factor analysis,
Q technique, or 'transposed factor analysis. It identifies °lusters of raters (workers) rattier
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4 STEP 13:
JOB FLUSTER

4.
than clusters of items rated (tasks) as is conventional in most factor analysis studies. This
isdone by starting with measures of similarity between pairs of raters across all tasksin-
stead of betvgeen pairir f tasks across all raters. Computer programs for factor analysis
are widely available a 'ng university computer centers. Any of a variety of similarity,
measures can be used, though correlations are most typical.

CODAP's GROUP Program

f thi's program package within the CODAP'system of the U.S. Air Force is a clustering pro-
cedure that uses,an iterative grouping technique called "collapsing the, matrix." It involves
repeated searching for those individuals or partially formed clusters which have the highest
remaining similarity. A Printout is produced of the tasks performed by individuals.in each
cluster. A companion program package can be used to determine the characteristics and
locations of individuals working in each job type or cluster: Similarity measures must be
in the form of percentages.

Ward's Hierarchical Grouping Analysis

Applicable to many different kinds of similarity measures, Joe Ward's (1963) method
,torms hierarchical clustev having minimum within-group variation and maximum betweenl,
group variation at each strccessive stage ofthe grouping process. Though capable of hier-
archical solution, it can'also determine a fixed set of clusters, the appropriate number of
clusters being 4elected with the help of anindex of error at each grouping stage. It is also
called the MAXOF Clustering Model from the concept of MAXimizing an Objective Fund*
tion. Veldman (1967, Chapter 12) discusses the method and presents a FORTRAN pro-
grafil-and sample output. Ward also reports a general purpose grouping routine, identied
as Group 4 of the PRSUB Subroutine System (Ward, Buchhotn, &-Hall, 1967; Ward,
Hall, &.Buchhorn, 967)..

"
\,......

. , .

Tryon's Methods for ClusteitAnalYsis
..

oh , I
.,

A sequence of increasingly more advanced clustering approaches were developed by
Robert Tryon (Fruchter, 1954; Tryon, 1959, 1967; Tryon & Bailey, 1970). The approach
described in Fruchter involved some judgmental decisions. The 1959 report of the Cumu-
lative-Commonality Cluster Analysis sought to develop wholly statistical criteria to replace
such judgments. Earlier methods, ere 6onst(ucted for manual analysis; later methals'were
adapted or constructed for computer applicatiOn.

Cluster analysis provides disc ref , categorical placement of workers into one particular grouping
of persons doing similar tasks. Facto analysis, on the other hand, weights the extent to which each
worker's task performance is related to ach of,the derived groupings. If a worker has a high factor
loading in.only one.grouping, there is no difficulty in knowing to which grouping he belongs. How-
ever, more typically a worker wil a sizable loading in more thad one grouping, indicating that
worker's task performance is si filar to o or more,of the groupings. This makes it difficult or im-
possible to assign each survey respondent o one particular job type, though it is still reasonable to
interpret and describe each grouping or job type.

To provide a more thorough understanding of clustering techniques; the reader is particularly
encouraged to reference Borgen and Weiss (1971), Tryon and Bailey (1970), Veldman (1967), Weiss4

(1976), and Yshort for
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Interprbtatiim of dusters. Ideallythere should be a clear, explicit, and intuitively accurate de-,
lcripti9iLOthe job type expressed by each cluster or grouping. The clusters should be meaningful

. grdszpings of workers doing comparable assignments.

To provide such interpretations, obtain the job tit*, experience, industry location, equipment
used, and other available background information for workers in each cluster (or loading high on a
factor). Also, examine the distirtguishing high-versus-low significant tasks (Question 3 or 4) for
workers in each cluster. Patterniof backgrounds and tasks should become apparent.' These patterns
convey the nature of work done, and by whom, that characterize a cluster. From such'a pattern,
and its differences from patterns of other clusters, it should be reasonable to generate a label that
effectively names the job types.

_

STEP 19: COMPUTE SUMMARY DESCRIPTIVE DATA

This step assumes that specific occupations have be6n ideruified, either by selection (Step 1),
by respondent background (Step 9), or by analysis of worker oldsters (Step 18). Thar, for woken
within a particular occupation, responses ft!: each task are summarized to reflect that group's descrip-

. tion of their work. Similarly, ratings focused on such workers by supervisors are to be summarized
Ikeparately to reflect as a group their view of expected job performance.

As noted earlier in the design stage (Step 10), these response summaries for each task can to
the forni of average ratings, measures of dispersion of those ratings, freq(iency distributions, and/ot
percentages of various' types Of responses. Computeri are ideal for computing theseummaries, al-
rowing at ihisame time for comparisons to be made between the task summaries of different kinds
of respondents.

71

Volume 5 provides-one computer program for summarizing task data and displaying the results
asrioted in Tables l and 2. But a variety of other computer packages now exist for doing comparable
data processing. The SOUPAC program developed recenttypt the University of Illinois (1974) and
widely distribUted, has this capacity (using the MATRIX and TRANSFORMATIONS routines to set

up the data, the STANDARD SCORES routine for means and standard deviations, and, thp CORRE-
LATION routine for measures of relationship between responses by any two groups of respondents).
And, a recent announcement (Knox, 1976) by the U.S. Department of Commerce's Nattonal Tech-
nical Information Service (NTIS) indicates their newcENTS-A1D II program package is an efficient
process available for purchase. Incidentally, rhost Wems can also produce printouts on plarn rather
than lined paper: This feature provides camera-ready copy for use in printing reports of survey re-

sultelStep 21) without retyping the data summaries:
.

In additionjo the descriptive task data, several other computation can be made to characterize

the survey population -and their response to thesurvey:

Frequency distribution of responses on standardized categories for each backgrctnd
question, effectively tallyirifFe use of each category of response. ,.

, Summarization of ratings on each reaction statement, to note relative perceived Merits
of different aspects of the questionnaire associated,with a-particular occuation.

* Average number of tasks cited'as some part bf the job by wprkers, and by supervisors,.
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1.

!a. Nv
DistribiltiOri responSes to each'scalpeategOry fel Questions 3,4, encl.6, as 90m ed
over all tasks'and all respondents particular group %41b

.

. DATA ANALYSES

These additional descriptive results can befeported along viith the formal`documentation of..
..

task data summer' (Stew 21). ; - C' , G---.
. N. 4.

; cThb' . .; .4.' '

t 4fr

AIL

STEP 20: PERFORM ANALYSES OF THE ;
SURVEY DATA.,

4
: . .

, _ .,
J , 0. 6 ., ,

- -- After group summary dateaie available (Step 19), a number of different analyses can be -per-
formed ofi that date'Some areappropriately applied to a singleloccupation',,others are appropriate
when more than one occupation was surveyed.- Figur notes a number of useful kinds of anal- dr
ysesOsing respondent background and task relevancy , These are differentiated in the figure 7 0
as to whether they are applicable to single Or multiple surveys. Each is discussed separatefY below.

o
Interrater reliability., Scaled questions such as Questions 3, 4, and cancan be analyzed t ea,

sure the extent to which the'raters,within a groilp Kovicied reliable responses on that ques n..-

Interr4erieliability,f6Oach questfon iviay be calculatqii by:an analysis of variance p ure
:(Winer, 1971, pp. 24296.) which yields a mbast.1).e of ifie'degree of agreement within a group of
"raters. This measure can also be adjusted for differences in each rater's'frame pf reference (mean .
rating Qf individual, asoompareil Io. mean rating fbt composite Of all'raters"). This adjUstrnetit pro
clucesva, reliability 'Measure free`of a'ky source of variance due to idttividuar differences in such .- ..
frames oY.reference. . , .

ft,
.

Many..Niversity computer systeMs havee4isiing.programs for this analysis. if - .

.

Ow 4
4

4

i -.. FOR A SINGLE OCCUPVIKs1
.

0

.
.

.

it :

.

.

.
-

o

,

,

.1-

Interrater Reliability ` ..

. -Relationships petween.TaskOuestiofir--,
-k

Task terfortuance by One Particular Subgrobp of Workers
.

"Subgroup Cohiprisons:

Based on Different Back wounds of 4ponaerts .

pifferenies Betweem Worier and Supervisor Responses

Assessment of Task Refisvancy to an Dccupation ek
.

. P
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.
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ROW n hips be keen /ask -questions. ThejelaIllaM
be measur y computing the correlation between ttrV'

.

Cdtrel I computations;an be handled routinely b
are a mp erit_of a number of wily available progra

4 .16

een two different task questions can
ective arrays of summary responses.

st an'Y university computer center, and
ackages.

Taik performance by one, particular subgroup Of,w kers: With a su'ffiCiently high number"bf
respondents to/Oeld stable subgroups of worker t me interesting and useful descriptions of
to k perforipance can be prepared for a particular (led subgroup. For example, one might-wish

4,,t descriptiowf the tasks most performed by workers in a given part of the country whop -.
e te'a particular type of equipment, and who have been on the job for two years or less. A a
tion likfthis can be prepared for any group of workers as long as they can,be defined in term
information-tn. the baokground section of the questionnaire. v

r ,
. IN . do...- .

s. . Subgroup' comparisons based on different backgrounds of respondents. Again-with a sufficient
number of respondentst.compari;ons between subgroups of jespondents with regard to task occur-

./rence or_significancecanrovide interesting clues for training or manpower reqUirements. A com-
parison of tasks performed byexperienced workers with those performed by newcomers to a job

vide, useful insights about the needed content of multilevel training programs.
_ .

a. .. ..

on of, task occdrrence,or significance in twill& of ,the primary kind,t4tra1/4ning ini- ,_ 1_
ure A) can also-be determirtd. Thus, -it might be desired to determine If persons .
tended to acerforrn different tasks than persons who received:more formal train-

definitefallference, poisiblechanges might be considered in the contentof train-
b or informal school programs.

tjally
trained
ing. If

eith

istri
ceived,l

q the job
re were
on the j

4 0

As the(ea er will recognizikvariety of such analyses are possible, deptnding on the background
patarid the number ofsurvey respondents available having each type of,pachround. However, no
direct,cbrnparisdn of subgroups is possible unless specific itemstf baCkground information are ob-
tained in the survey. It is for this reason that importance is attached to preplanning in Steps 9 arid-

*.

Differences between worker,and supervisor responses. As previ
. it is possible to compute and display the difference between the avera

'and-supervisors. The tame.would be possible for Questions 3 and 4, except n
mire Nod (Figure 2) administer these two questionssimultaneously.

When there is a large discrAllancy between worker and supervisor respon
2, this suggests where them may be real differences in perceptions and expel;
shouldebe reloively large, generally of an oiler of 20% or more (such as when
check the task as done, but 50% of the supervisors expect workers topo-it).

r.

nnted in Tkfle 1 IStep'10),
sk response's pf workers'

one of the question-.,- .

.

on Questions 1,,and

ons. Differences .

25% of the worker,

4J Such differences warrlat further examination to establish the.reason.for each deviation and, its

meanirigfulness for the purposes of the survey. Questibns 3 and,4 answered by different Peisons
than responded to Questions*1 and R, can tie used to provide some interpretation wherearge oc-
currence differences exist for a task. For instance, the discrepancy may be cip.a taslOf only small-
to-moderate sigrOficancei. The task statement itself shoOld be examined for clues to the'hature or
cause of any difference's between group responses. Very few majordiftrences are tobe expected 0....

.in a survey of workers and pervisors, when task questions are. asked at a broad level of job aware- "- ._

ness. Additional inform on to aid in these interpretations is.O.iPided vtien, the task questiorls. / 'y . -'
of Volume 4 are add to the Task Inventory Questionnaire, Discussion of these instances is con; , _ -ir.

t

` tained.in Volume 4. ...., ,
\ 4 'r e

t ,' '

e
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STEP Mk
DATA ANALYSES

. % ....

tables ptinting out summary data for Questions 1 and 3 provide a means for comparing dif 1
in responses to those two questibris. However, those two questions are not directly cbm-

able. The "0" rating on Question 3 is n6t used by workers the same way as "not checking a task"
ors Question 1. Apparently workers tend to use scale levels of 1, 2, and even 3 on Question 3 to an-

'.ticipate tasks they m'kkt be caMed upon.to perform. ,
---,-. '

-., ...
'

4

Assessment of task relevancy to an occu ion. The procedure'in yolurne 2 for listing tasks is
to include them if.there is any doubf6f the; elevancy, and subsequently to use survey data to mea-
sure the extent to,which each"task 'eleven . it can then be anticipated that some of the tasks will

be determiried not to be relevarit ,,e occupation sdiveyed, and:some will be only peripherally .

relevant, With only a few workers.ciping and expected to do such tasks. -With
,, . .

FOr determining the miniinurri 43dint at which a
,
task can be ruled as relevant to the occupation,

Consider only those tasks which are marked as performed or part of the job by more persons than
, might be expected to mark in error. &bout 10% of /he responses ib a task can be considered withirg

that margin of marking error. - ! .

\ . ' , .wo..

eral rule for using survey data in establishing a task's relevanbe to an occupation is sug-

't-

r

gested as:

Reject .a task as being dete)itely not relevant when less,than 10% of the
worker's indicated oi? Question 1 that they performed it and lesi than
15% of the'supervisors indicated on QuestiOn 2 that such Workers shodld
perform the task.

:%4

.

The valuelfor this nil& which uses questions from sury Types Band D (Step 8), can be disfilayed
.as follows: ./

, - , .

Question ') '< le.o% (and) Question 2.< 15.0% .
,r ,e.....__/. ._

The higher supervisor percentage accommodatesulterie;Nic ,for supervisors to rattta greater number
- , of 'skies part of the job; since they are.Xdging a group ofworkers, rather than the assignr,nent of

one indi idpal worker. -. 4 ., 6
....,,,

.

using
.,

,

nably comparable rule values for the other Survey type (per Step 8), using summary de-.-
teriptive data for each Irk fas determined in Step 10), are a§ follows:

. ..,

o , illpe C ' - A
, 1 ? IA C

e,. 11.... ' , ,
, jis -Question) < 11.0% --: ' (and) Question 3 Mean< 0.77 t

I/-
-4 , rt 6

Types -
- i

..
,Ir 4,.

N
1 . ..

t QueStion 1 < mot (and) Question 4 Mean < 0;75

i ,-.
N.) Type A. -,

.
. -

. . , .

Question 3"Mean 0.75 : (and), C < 15.0%
,

... .
. , a'
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, These rule values Can be applied quite reedit* tiy hand when computer 'printout tables such as
those shown in Tables Al and A-3 of Volume 5 are prepared. That tables summarize the task re-
sponses to Questions lend 2 (Occurrence) by 10%intervais of the percept performing or desiring
performance of each task. ilibpin Volume 4, specifie computer routines are cited, along with routi
for other rules used in seltiang for training then:we critical tasks of an occupation,

. , . - -, . -

Values assigned to each rule are somewhaeatitraryi The values suggested here haven found
to be mianingfulerid effectifttoc occuoationi ie,Which,a typical wortcer currently performs about
one-third to one -half 9f the tasks whiolrare relevant to thaoccupation. This seems to be a sitAtion
common to many occupations. 1 ' e ' . ). . ,

: . ...

ti

,

-' There are exceptionsAoer: Some occupAtkins cap be highly, prescribed; such that nearly
all workers perform a high proportion of the same talks. This can occur, for example', within a
single large employing firm where workers are.bound by a set odirectives cletailing'what Work is to ,
be done by those employees (such as safety inspectors, guards, bookkeepers). '` -

,...

Adifficulty arises when one large part of a job is flied by directives, but the remaining portion
is flexible to vary from one work situation to another; This'can happen, for.instance, in, leaderspiP I,.
jobswhich alto iotolve tkbnical 'operation of complex ehuipment. The teehnidal Pperaiioh porition
of thtask list may be\seprated from the leadership portions, with.different rule values.then ap- -

plied to each portion..Thfrgoveming consideration is that the result-of OF rule applidatians should
make good sense to personsicnAledgeable about that dcr.i.gration. A few such individuals sould,be;
asked-to .review the tasks tuliiikrefeyant andmonrelevant, and exprestheir views on ety specific tasks
which appear to be inappropriately'classified, " .., , . .

s '
-

Composite,job deScriptions. Given a-deterniina f which of the tasks listed,in a,Task n vein-
tory-Questionnaire are relevant:to some degriee,t n be-listed separately fair the particular occur
pation., A useful system islo list them in rank order within each duty category, based on the responses
to Question 1 oi Questign3. Asdociated with each taslestatement'can be cited the summary descrip- -'
'tivejiata frorri each of the questions used. yields an.overview of thoseccuPatioir which can be
quickly scanned for information on tasks of high relevanie. Figure 24 ill prates in abbreviated foim
what such a job description Might look like.

IP

When several occupations withirfan areaipre syip eyed, separate listings drrelevant tasks for
each occupation should be prepared. A good elamplY-of this is outlined in a study by Berger (1974)
in his survey of tasks performed by computer piogramrners. in that; instance there were three pro-
grammtng areas which defined different programining occupations. Additionally, three career levels
were based on length of experience and'job title, differentiating between effectively distinct job types
within each programming area. Berger presented a schematic repreientation of the sets of job descrip-

Aida appropriate to that occupational area: j
Programming Areas N,

Job Levels
Business/ Scientific & Systems
Comm cial. Engineering (Software)

Junior or Entry-LevE4
,

.

, -

, . .

.

Programmer ,
.

,

.

. '-/' 44(

,

Senior Programmer
, , .. , . _.

,

72
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4I

#

k..

,

et

Workers. Percent
Performing

TASKS OF AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS (Question 1)

!DOTY t: ENGINE OVERHAUL ACTIVITIES o

117-.. Adjust valves.
155. Repair or service crankcase ventilation system: ,

,
-" 160. Flun compression test.

1Y2. Perform operational inspection Of positive crankCase
ventilation system.

140. Replace tragino mounts.
126. Diagnose valve train and head malfunctions.
125. Inspect exhaust systems.

. ,

_.:._____ i;
154,, Replace valve seats.

29.
t

M ivh,val've guides for special seals..
.1;5. Rebuild rocker boxes. , c

' 134, Rebuild.cam followers, , .. 4

161. Mekisnigl boles apd gracirs in blobk's. .
,. ,

Sul*wrYisort.PPrcoritExpecting Performs,*
(Question 2)

ars, Extent "(ask I's Pert .
of the Position (Question 3)

Piraeus Rating tt
at Least a Subebn-tine' tiel Pert of Job

92% 100%
92%*-

99%

92% 100%

90% s 9)% cg

90% 99% , , .
8896 4% - f

88% 100%

-38%, 46%
45% 55%

) 22%, .

18%
7

1, 38%
. 30% .

18% 20%

6UTY D MAINTAINING AND REPAIRING POWER TRAINS
. . ' . ,.., ,Or

.162. Adjust external shift linkage on manual transmissions. 93%
163. Adjusit mechanical-tYpii_clOteh. - 93%

69. . Lubricate speedometer cable, drive gear, and housing. 92%
.

1 . 1- \
.

. - ,1 -__<, v,

174. Rebuild o drive urut.k, 37%
165, Balance dive shaft luil-car).; - 27%. /
193: Straighien rear housing -to correct excessive tire wear. 129(r

a . . ..... ,
. - r. .

° '
, A

ea"

99%
99%

' 99%

4.3 66%

4,, 65%

5.3 85%

4.4 70%

4.5 , 76:
4.5

4
5.0 86%

:
1.4 ' IS%
1.8 . 21%

1 .4 18%
0.9 '12%

3%

4.0
4.4
4.0

62%

/

.
a

65%

56% 1.3 15%

; $ . , -

'31 %, 0.
24% - 13%

t
Figure 24. Abbnifiated example of a job description .

of tasks for an occupation.. ' ,, '
I" v , . , , $ 0 , - .

. k , tti 0. i .
i t

1..
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Each of the nine reiulting job descriptions separately sumrharized an 2ccupation or job type. Some
tasks appeared in several or all nine descriptions; others occurred in only one or twp oVthem, as
tasks judged not relevant to-an occupation were omitted from that particular listing:::

Berger (1974) also defired five different types of. job descriptions:

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Universal.
Ideal. - '-
As-Practiced.
Specific Focus:
Organizational.

.

'
.

Each cif these types may be of espepial utility for various purposes of work management, career
counseling, training curriculum content, establishment &professional or craft membership
dards,evaluation of work 6erforrnance, or employment selection. In the context of Volu
these five types of jodesriptions would be defined as follows:.

,

UNIVERSApJOB DESCRIPTION: Composite of tasks judged as relevant to an occupa-
tion by both workers Ind supervisok, such' s determined by relevancy rules noted
earlier..

4 1 16EAUJOB
visors, us

ION: 'Comprised oftasks judged as relevant by only the super-
2 and/o; QUestio'n 4,

n 'AS-PRACTICED JOB DESCRIPTION: Comprised of tasks judged as relevant by only the
/ workers, using Question 1 and/or Question 3.

SPEC)! IC FCIPUS ja,it'DESCRIPTION: Similar to the As-Practiced description, but
'foculing on task performance of a subgroup of workers. selecting some element of back-.

4,1 ground informatiqh, (such as length of experience, typof training received, type of main
equijament operated), a separate description of performance can be prepared for a specific
subgrou of workers.

. ONA L JOB DESCR IPTION: A localizedUliription of any of the other
i ited to'task eesponses frornwithin a particular organization. This descrip-
reflect the relevancy of task,s i s the occupatiolioservellhe mission and with

. ,

resoi,tris 'of a specific employing fire leis esti:eirseful to an organization-wish-
ing/t0 t ilor a jo&descriptiort to its own unigue regents, yet retain a capacity to ,

. cam e its sizuatiori wl/h the general field of employrriot for an occupation. Such con)-
piirisons coulothe usefurib helping to i entity tasks for which postrployment training

':"ii,irliranted for new employees, her from an occupational training progiam or from
,-,

, _ ilthe4 employing orgarjizations. 44 p

Cl'appatioqiilComparilons -based on work ackgroands. Data.from the background re-
.spenses of woKers can be summarized tep ely for each coMplete occupation ajobtype sur,.
veyed. These summaries, when comp. , yield evidence of.iimilarities and differences of workers
*these obdupations."Such_46rreafison could be based on any br al( of such matters as:.

...

.. . . ..,
, . , , .
1. 'Average length of-work experience.I

M -

4

'

7.3,..

tt



vi STEP NI:
DATA ANALYSES

Lengths of work experience of the middle 50% of.the workers in each occupation (that
the semi-interquartile range:of eiperience yearsited by..those workers, omitting the 25%
having the least experiehce and the 25%having the most 'experience).

3. Primary sources of occuOrational training.

4, Types of induitry where employment predominates.

5. Major types of equipment operated, used, or maintained,

Occupational coXparisons based on overlaps of tadcs,performeci. Taking the sepiratejqb de-
.

scriptions described eartjer, it is possible to note where completely-different tasks are perfOrmed
in different job types, and their relativirsignifiCance to each.job. Similarly, where the same tasks .

are performed in different jobs, major difference's in significance or perient performing can also be
' noted.

Occupational comparisons noting key distinctions differentiating jobs. Examining only those
tasks with reasonably high levels of significance or job occurrence from the overlap comparisons
above, estimates.of the fask performance characteristics that differentiate between those i013S.C.1 be
obtained. This examination' will tielp identify those tasks mint representative of a johor cjob cluster,
distinguishing that job from _related jobs.

*.

4i1
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ACTIVITY- G: REPORTING

THE SURVEY RESULTS
DESIGN THE SURVEY_

Plan Data
Analyses

Needs
Task Information
informant

Backgrounds,
Data Summaries

Steps 7, 8, 9, 10

Design Question
nacres Oci Their
Administration

Format and
Sampling

Pretest'

Steps 11 and 12

OBTAIN RELEVANCY AT;
--r, , -

Administer
Questionnaires

Arrangements
Instruction
Printing
Reannition,

i'''''
Steps 13, 14, 15,

I.

16

Process T IQ Data

Preparation
Musters (if

needed)
:, Summaries

Steps 17, 18, 19,
i

20

,

i
Is

.

,

Report the Data

To Participants
A Formal Record

Future File
...

Step 21

i

;--
4

STEP 21:1PREPARE REPORTS OF DESCRIPTIONS
AND ANALYSES

In addition to whatever internal reports'are appropriatt;it-is also recommended that several
other reports be prepared, if not already included in the internal report system. These additional re-
ports are for the purpose of sharing the survey-results with others.

Feedbadc of results to survey' participants. While it may not by feasible to communicate with
each questionnaire respondent, it is an expected courtesy to provide a short or popular description
of selected survey results to participating employers, associations, and key local administrators.
This need not be a large or fancy printing, but a gSsture of appreciation for their valued assistance.
This.feedback report should be prepared and distributed' SOOn after the survey administration is'
coMpleted, when some meaningful results can be communicated. Portions -of the analyses could be
reported to the membership of pertinent professional and labor associations through their period-
icals and newsletters. ,* -

". Formal documentation of descriptive summary data. A report (pf the survey effort and sum-
mary data on tasks of an occupation should be prepared to share these results with others outside
the agency. sponsoring the spicey, whenever such sharing is within the policy of that agency. This
riport should describe the-procedures that were used i$developing and administering the question-
nire ana ihe descriptive findings that were obtained. Such a report provides a permanent and
dated record of the effort and can also aid others in their efforts to construct and analyze Task
Inventory Questionnaires. . N,

.4. .
% 77
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A suggested gutline of the formal report is as follows:

Introduction .
t

L A. Purpose of the Survey
'B. Definition of the Scope of Occypational In*rest
C. Definition of Key Terms Used i

Methodology

A. Construction of the List of Tasks
B. Characteristics of the Samp-lezof Workers anAupervisors (types, locations,

industries, experiencd levels) 4

C. Data Collection Procedures (methods, dates)
D. Analyses Performed (basis orilivhigh re(evencedias established)

4

Description .of Specific Jobs

A. List of Relevant Tasks (validation of tat( (nventobi
B. Surr ryetu Task Data ve'
C. Tasks Added by Respondents

Description of Respondepts

A. Background Characteristics
B. Equipment Usage

Analyses

A. Scale Usage and I nterrater Reliabilities
B, Other Analyses as Available and Repo

Implications of Findings

\'

It is recommended that the report employ the writing atIformat style as established by the
Publication manual.of the American Psychological Associatiorf,(19741. The publication style of
this manual has been adopted by over 120 journals and periodicals in the fields of education, psy-
chology, guidance,, and other social sciences. By its,use, portions of the ref:Hirt could become readily
convertible to articles ihrsuch journals, and not require the preparatiohi of -the material by twq differ-
ent style guides.

For sharing the report with others, the following document clearinghouses and repositories are
suggested, along with others that may. be known in particular occupational fields or by sponsoring
organizations. -

op. ER IC Clearinghouse on Career Education
The Centerfor Vocational Education
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, OH 43210

(operated under the sponsorship of the National Institute of Edu tioti, HEW, for t
, documents in the areas of adult-continuing, career,.and vocatio al-technical edu-

f

'cation)

78



STEP 21:
REPORTS

!

Task Inventory Exchange (TIE)
' The Center for Vocational Education

1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, OH 43210

(operated as a service to education, government, and industry to promote the
sharing of taskernventories and related methodologies, providing one-copy reproduc-
tions at cost on request where copying permission has been obtained)

P National Technical Information Service (NIIS)
U.S. Department of Commerce
5285 Port Royal Road.
'Springfield, VA 22161

(a central source for the public sale of Government-sponsored research, develop-
ment, and engineering reports and t5 ther analyses prepared by Federal agencies or
by their contractors or grantees)

P
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FORTRAN, it'has 10 options for clustering, including'PERSUB's Group 4. Completebiblio
graphic entry 'for this referencehes not been located.) q11.
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APPENDIX .

SOME OTHER POSSIBLE
TASK- RELEVANCY QUESTIONS

4.,
-These MIlitional task questions are cited here only for their potential value to the user of this

volidne ill special circumstances and needs that might Mk"). countered, such as when additional per-
formance variables pre desired to enhance an occupatio al deseription. These other task questions

a

are not part of the process generally recommended in this volume, and no,further description,is
made of them, HoWever,.data could be PrOcessed in ifashion comparable to the methods cited in
Step 19, Lompute Summary Data. Thougho specific recommendation is made for their use in es-
tablishing job relevancy, for the'readers' information these other tlUestions include thoiePer-
taining

1,1

4. How often each task is done.

22 HoW important is each task.

-*Performrce time.
6

PERTAINING TO HOW t2FrEN EACH TA$ICIS DONE

'a
. -

Attual Frequency of Performbnce (asked of yoorkers)

#

.. .
Within the last year pr so in your present job position, about how often have vitu
been performing each activity dona,by you (achecked in Questiala 1)?

4

441/4

Response Scale and Abbreviated Cluest nnaire Symbols:

0+ Normally not performed; tiut have done so in a verYspecial or }musual
cirOu 17sta1 ce.

t

Peiform the ktivity, but much less often than once a year.

1Y Perform the activity'abo t nee a YEAR o; the average (but not as'_
often asonce a month). #

..ot X._A
. 1 M Perform the activity abqut once. a MONTH on the average (but not as-.

often as once a week).'
,

1W -Perform the activity abotWoncea WEEK on the average (but not as often
as Once a day). -

83.
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,,

4

1D Perform the activity Abut one a DAY on the average.

D+ Perform the activity several times each work day.
&

Reference: AmmermatNA Pratzner, 1974.
This corresponds To Question lb,ifor ich the computer,program of Volume 5
calculates summary values. 0

4

Frequency 3 Task Performance(asked of workers). .

How lquently do you do the task?

or- A
Response Format:

4'

-. (Number) times pertiMe unit in .terms Ofhour, day, week, month, or year).
..,,

Reference: Fruchier,MOrin, 81, Archer,' 1963:

It Frequency of Task Perf4rnance (asked of workers)'
4 : Q a

Hpw often do you, perform this task on four job?

.
10

nse Scale and Values:. N - a

.
. ".

Daily. ` - N/161.1
.

Xekly. 4

Monthly. .12 , ;.i

4.-- : ib.
Quarterly.. , v4 e

Lest then quyNerY.' ,s6 , .

ti
(r se value ialcUrated S§ the sqyare rOotof tfie annual ftequency of

) VI ,,

..,$ . .

.., %

Desired FreqUinCy of PerformanCe(i;ked of lrnmediate supervisors)

, a

From' yalPexperience asa SupertvisOr4 judge about hciw often a typical worker in
ycjr OPeratiqould.perform each oche activities you checked -(in Question 24.

.,

&. One this judgme t not only on what you feel would be the most desirable fre-
quency

.
of performance, but also on what it is reasonable4tO expect any one worker

I

Reference:" Chamberlain, 1964.. #

3 P

to do. ,,, $ . ii i .
. i ;'"

p
. _

.

ReitionseSCale and Abbreviated Questionnaire Symbols:
. . 4, .,

, ,.0-+. Normally shoyld never perform the activity, but might do so in a special

1

epr unusual situation. .

-
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Y- Should perfOrm the activity, but much less often than'once a year.'

1Y Should perfOrm the activity about once a YEAR on the average (but
not as often as once a month).

11 Should perform the activity about once a MONTH on the average (bbt
4,4 not as often ps once a week).

db.
1W Should perform the activity about once a WEEK on the average (but

not as often as once a.day). . s"4
f

'Kitty Shoubd perform tlae-activity-aboialt .once a DAY on -the° average.
41.

D+ , Should perfOrm the actiiity,seiferal times each work day.

ReferenCe: Ammerman & Pratzner, 1974.
This corresponds to Question 11 for which the computer program of Volume 5
calwiites summary values'

U. Frequency of Performance (asked of training instructors)

r

How often is each, task performed during the performance of the job!?
-

.4
,zzlf r

4 Response Scale:, 4-

N.
Very rarely.
Once in awhile. .

Frequently.
Everyday occurrence:

r-

Reference: Mager & Beach, 1967.1

Lastl'irne Task Was Performed (asked of workers)

When was the last time you performed this task?

r

Response Scale:

a. Within the pist 3 months.
b., 3 morfihs to a year ago! ,
c. More than a year ago.
d.' Neyqr while at this job-position.

Reference: Fit:wirier, Morin, & Archer, 196(4

PERTAINING TO HOW IMPORTANT IS EACH TASK

Jr4rtance of eillpf workers)
4

How importaniis each task to your' job?.
4

r

4tk

I

85
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,
0

Response Scale:

1. Extremely unimportant.
2. Very unimportant.'
3. Unimportant.
4. 'About medium impotrance.
5.

S 6.
.Important.
Very important.

7. Extremely impOrtant.

'

Reference: Morsh & ArCher, 1967.

Task Importance to Job (asked of workers)
s

Whakdegree of importance would you assign to each job-activity you rform (as
checked in Question 1? Judge the importance of each activity in regard to its
contribution to effective operations, in your office or firm.

Response Scale and Definitions:

High Importance

Moderate Importance

P'

an essential part of your job, in that its perfor-
mance-by you decisively influence* the effective-
ness of your officeor fire's operations.

an imPrant (but not essential) part otyour
That is, your. performance of the activi

riot decisivelytinflueocesthaffec
mess of your office or firm's op&aorts.

, .

.
Low-Importance a relatlYely unimportant part of you,job, in that

. its perfori4hce by you does not materialNinflu- Je

enc ?the effectixeness of` your office or firm's
operations. .

7
,

Reference' Amnernaa Pratzner, 1974. " oi
This corresponds to Question 12 for which the computer program of Volume 5
calculates summary es: 1_ , , 6

4

Task Importance to Job (asked _of superyisors i -ilta . t

Based upon your s,upervisory.experienbe in your present operations; ,What degree of
A ':

importance would you assign to each job activity that is appropriate for-your ...-
workers (as checked in Questiori2)? Judgethe impOrtance of each activity in te-
gard to-its contribution to iffectivetperations in your office or firm..

- .. . * . , 4
In making these jUdgments of a ivity importance; assume thatno helper is tempo-

., .' ra?ity assigned to assist your . , .. worker's., Activities of personsin related jobs may
111 be important to your total operation, but only,the performance by ... (workers

' should-be rated here. , I- ,..
- _,.......

s.

'

Response Scale and Definitions:

.

5 t
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. . ..
g

High Importance
.
an essential part of the workers' job, in, that its

. - parforfnance by the . . . (workers) decisively In-

,!. flthenoes the-effectiveness of your office or firm's
N

Moderate importa

Low- renpOrtance
,..

W.

dPerations.
,

an important (but not essential) part of the job,.
That is., its performance try the . . . ( workers)'
materially (but not decisively) influences the
ffecti'veness.of your office or firm's operation.

-a,
a iiiatiVely unimportant part of the ,job, in that its

erformance by the: .. (workers) does not maie-
rially influence the effecylveness of your office or
firm's operations.

at
Reference' Ammerman & Iratzner, 1974.
This corresponds, to Questio'n 13 for which the computer program of 'Volume .5
calculates summary values. 11111k

Criticality to Job Performance-Jaskol of workers)

In relation to the other tasks of your present job, how critical is this task to your
job performance?,

"..
IC; Response Scale:

°11
ago' r 1. Least critical.

.
2. Below average.

Average.
AbOve average.

5. Most critical-.
g .

Reference: Chamberlain, 1964.

PERTAINING TO,PERPORMANCE TIME
-41%.

I time Needelt1 y4Perforrn (asked of workers) .*
. f .

Ploy midh tine dims it usually take to-perfOrni-the tpsk once?

Response Fornat,....

(humber) (ti in seionirs, minift es, br hOtims).:
t

. J

r

I

Reference: Fauch Main, & Archer, 1963.
, . , .

Additional questions yielding pqssible indices of,the training need fclr relevent tasks are kited
in the Appendixto Volume 4. They pertaiA to itsues-ef ficulty of task performance, experience
tequirementsi estimates of traininirequirements,,and di ul,ty.of the learning. .
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RELATED PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE FROM THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

OTHER METHODOLOGIES fOR DERIVIAG CURRICULUM EONTENT

Related Center publications augmenting thie procedures -and guidelines of the fivel.olume Performance Content for Job Trainingare

The mild adaptation U S Air Force occupational survey procedures for application in civilian contexts This version provides
a useful introdtiction to the mehodology of task l'itvefitory veys

it

Procedbres for Constructing and Using Task Inventories ()R&D Series No 91), March 1973 ... , ' (
Complem enting the focus on the task performance content of lobs is the methodology for surveying work - related technical con

.

cepts whist have practical use to workers in the effective pe4formance o,f their Job. Concept,inventory procedines aredescribed end a
descriptive report ofAob significance_ ratings 1s givep for concepts in the occupations of automotive mechanics, business data program-. mers, and general sedretaries.. .

--- i. Rat* the Job Significance of Actinval_ConcePti.- An.APPlicabon Jo
4

rge Occuparns (R&C,Serles.No71051,
....December 1974 .

, .

Exploratory mays of identifying that work-relevant affect by which workers in n occupation approach thee job, thtir coworkers,
and the entire visorft eevironment. Procedures are suggestpd, and initial tryout results e.reRiarted, for a promising approach to the ident.

%1 fication those nOntechnical aspects of the 10b vyhich contr ibi.ite to worker satisfaction a 0118 success A companion report is provided. 7`ick processing the;aAsociated worker data ,i 4

o
Z A Methodorogy to Assess theContent and Structure of Affective an Descriptive Meanings Associated with the

Work Environment (R&D'Series No 98), December 1974 '
. RCMAT A Computer Program to Calculate a Measure of Associative Verbal Relatedness !Occasional Paper Ng, 6), 1975 .

OetUPATIONAL suRvcf REPORTS

Providing field sitta f Or establishing the methodology of the five volume Performance Content for Job framing are
, ..

Three-reports of task surveys conducted for specific occupations. These 1974 surveys were obtained from numerous communities
in eight states distributed across the nation 8cith workers and immediate supervisors; 200 per occuation, provided task data on an array ' it
of experunenial questions Rertaining to (a) task.occurrencie, (b) frequency' of (Air performance, (c) task significance to the lob, (d) time ,

on Job before task q.ualification is expected, (e) 4asleimportance to the lob, (f) suggestions of performance problem areasAnd Ili primary `

learrung.lo'cationsffet each task . .. .,
,

Occupational Survey Report On Business Data Prcfgrammers._TaskQata from Workers and Supervisprs Indicating ......, ........ _
. Job Re /evanesce and Training Criticalness !R&D Series No 108); December 1974 _ -

Occupatidnal Survey RepOon General Secritarie,s. Task Data from Workers and Supervisors Ifichcating Job
Relevance and 'Raiding CtitidaIntss (R&D Series No. 1091January 1975 -

1- 4 `,. '

OccupationarSurvey Report On,Automotive Mechanics: Tack Data from Workers and Supervisors Indicating Job
, .

Relevance and Training Criticalness (R &D Series No 110), Jantsary 1975
'

t
. .. .

A 1971 survey of workers in one metropolitan,area was4vonducted for entire occupational areas incorporating several specific OCCI
potions Field data were obeimedorcla) task occurrence and (b) relative proportibn of time spelt; on each task Ths survey reports
include comparisons.bitween related occupatioctsand generate. the initial 'mut-196f tasks used in subsequent studies of specific occupations
wIthin each occupational field, . ., .

fP . . .

Automotive iyechalcs Occupational Performance Surveyff18113 Series No 86, March 1973

Secretarial Science Oce,.(pational Performanci Survey IR& Series No 87); March 1973 .
ausiness Data Processing;OCcupalional Perform. ance:SOev lRis,Q aeries No 88), March 1973 i 4

-., ,..
. . . . ,

SURVEY OF CURRICULUM DEVELOPERS . , /4,
4 ,i'',

i ,, .,
,.

,

Providing information on the activitmeand needs of Curriculum developers is the.1974 survey.of more (fr 300 persons in education and.,
training, both public and private, throughout the nation The survey analysis eniNShasizgs thewesponses of curriculum developers concerned with

V vocational education to the list-of 68 workactivities, but other areasiof Pub14c education, business/industry; and (Over nnient ages:ties
' , Responses were vain to activity questiorrs pertaining .to (a) Occu rence of the activity, (b) degree of Problem encountered in perforinaille0

,activavy and, (c) actAty,importance to the fob . . f ''' *6 .
lictivifies/Prdblems, and Needs of Curriculum Develbperi A National Survey (R&Q Ser les NO 1151, May

.
1976

' .TA.S.INVtATORY EXCHANGE
.,

. I . .
ti ''r .

, To piornote the sharing and general availability of task inventories and of occupational surveys, a central clearinghouse is ceincluited for
the collection and chssennation of materials prepared by agencies in education, labor, agriculture, industry, business, government, the professions,
and various special interest groups Three volumes of a directory of over 800 available task inVenTories so far have beep published Additionally,
a symposium on rnsthqgologietwis Sponsored at which 1Viresentattores were made to an audience of 158 perAckes, fr orsi 26 'sfoies, shani4 then

, eXperiences, problems, iblutions, and thinking on various aspects of the issue
. . ,

Directorte a Task Inventaips. Volume 1, 1974 (UN Series No. 61, January 1975. . ii
itcctory Of Task ,Inventories Volume 2,1975 JUN Serer No 7), 1975 ' ... - i

torP,of Task In metes Volume 3, 1976 (UN Series No 8), 1926

,:Proceeitin)s of a .gym furn on Task Anat*,s/Task Inventortei tun) Series No.

\ . ,

, '()
. . .. ,,

.. ..
..
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